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Feynman Functions Associated with the Sixth Order Ladder Diagram1)

by J. M. Westwater
Seminar for Theoretical Physics ETH Zurich

(24. II. 67)

Abstract. The analytic structure of those Feynman functions associated with the sixth order
ladder diagram which do not have second type singularities is studied by the homological method.
Previous calculations by P. Federbush are criticized. Some general conjectures concerning the
structure of Feynman functions are put forward.

1. Introduction

The problem of determining the analytic structure of the function of several

complex variables defined by Feynman integrals has been the subject of many
investigations. The main aim of this work has been to secure a guide to the analytic
structure to be expected of the S-matrix elements in a field theory or to be postulated
in an axiomatic framework independent of field theory (S-matrix theory). At first
sight this enterprise would appear ill-founded since the Feynman amplitudes are the
terms of a perturbation series which is not expected to converge, and which must
certainly be renormalized. However, it has been shown that the Landau equations
which determine the location of a singularity admit a natural interpretation as the
equations for the threshold of a multiparticle scattering process if the singularity
occurs in the physical region [1], and it has been shown in outline that the whole set
of Landau singularities in complex regions, located as in perturbation theory, must
be present if the S-matrix is assumed to be unitary, to be analytic, to satisfy crossing
symmetry and to have pole singularities corresponding to the existence of stable and
unstable particles [2]. This gives support for the heuristic principle that those
properties of Feynman functions which depend only on the location of singularities and
the existence of integral relations such as are given by unitarity are shared by the
S-matrix elements, provided that the masses are given their physical values.

In 1963, D. Fotiadi, M. Froissart, J. Lascoux, and F. Pham introduced a new
method for the study of the analytic structure of Feynman functions. This method,
the homological method, was in part a rigorous mathematical presentation of the
method of analytic continuation of a function defined by an integral representation

*) The content of this paper forms part of a thesis submitted by the author to St. John's College,
Cambridge, in December 1966 for the Fellowship competition to be held in March 1967.
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by distorting of the contour of integration, which had been extensively used and
developed to study Feynman functions, particularly by the Cambridge school [2].
However, it also showed that Feynman functions have a general property that had
not previously been noted—the germs of a Feynman function with a given nonsingular

point as center span a finite dimensional vector space. It is therefore possible to
label the different sheets of the function by vectors in this space and to specify the
effect of analytically continuing the germs along a given loop by the matrix of the
corresponding linear transformation on the vector space. We will call the dimension
of the vector space the sheet index of the function. This kind of description of
analytic structure is familiar from the Fuchsian theory of differential equations—for
example, the transformation of the Hankel functions corresponding to analytic
continuation along a loop around the origin is well known to physicists. Moreover,
0. Parassiuk has pointed out that the finiteness of the dimension of the vector space
implies that Feynman functions also satisfy ordinary differential equations in any
one of their variables [3]. This property of Feynman functions makes it reasonable
to attempt to give a very complete and explicit description of their structure.

Fotiadi and Pham gave a complete analysis of a Feynman function without
second-type singularities associated with the square diagram. However, it was not
possible to use the homological method to analyse Feynman functions associated
with diagrams having more than one loop because it was not known how to write
the customary integral representations of the functions in the standard form required
for the application of the FFLP theory. In the momentum space integral representation

of a Feynman function the pole loci of the integrand are in general position
(provided that the argument of the function is not on a Landau singularity). The
problem is to find a compactification of the integration space such that the pole loci
of the transformed integrand should continue to be in general position in the compac-
tified space (at least for general values of the argument of the function). It was pointed
out by D. Fotiadi in a lecture given at the end of 1964 that a method for constructing
a suitable compactification exists2). This method consists in first making any
compactification of the integration space and then changing the compactification by
means of a series of elementary transformations called blowing-ups. That this process
will always yield a compactification in which the general position condition is satisfied,

is guaranteed by a deep theorem of H. Hironaka.

In view of the technical difficulty of giving a detailed analysis of Feynman functions

it is necessary to press the question as to how far it is necessary for the physical
theory to do so. The author can only offer an opinion on this subject. G. F. Chew has

put forward the proposal that an S-matrix theory for the strongly interacting
particles may be based on a very small set of assumptions [4]. These assumptions should
include the following:

1) The S-matrix is unitary.
2) The connected parts of the S-matrix elements, after the factoring out of ô-func-

tions corresponding to momentum conservation, are boundary values of analytic
functions, whose only singularities are simple poles corresponding to stable and un-

2) The author would like to thank Prof. A. S. Wightman for making available to him a copy of
this lecture.
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stable particles and those singularities which are then required by the remaining
assumptions.

3) The connected parts for crossed processes are related to each other by analytic
continuation along certain paths.

The problem of developing an S-matrix theory along these lines has been taken

up by groups in Berkeley, Cambridge (England) and elsewhere. (See e.g. [2]). The
different formulations have this in common—they begin by postulating the existence of

analytic functions having the infinite set of singularities required by (2). Thus if the
theory is to be realized it will be necessary eventually to exhibit such functions. The
author does not understand how this is to be done unless by first exhibiting similar

functions having only a finite number of the singularities and then adding them
together in infinite uniformly convergent series. If this view is adopted then it is

necessary not only to make a detailed analysis of Feynman functions, but to study
how to synthesise functions having given singularities and sheet structure and to
determine how restrictive is the requirement that a function have a given singularity
structure.

The main result of this paper is to show that for those Feynman functions
associated with the sixth order ladder diagram which do not have second-type singularities

the analysis of their analytic structure by means of the homological method can
be carried out without the necessity of explicitly constructing the compactification
given by Hironaka's theorem. We require Hironaka's theorem only as an existence
theorem which together with the FFLP ambiant isotopy theorem guarantees the
possiblity of distorting the contour of integration as the argument of the Feynman
function follows certain paths. Second-type singularities are singularities which can
arise if the contour of integration has to be distorted to infinity in the integration
space. They can be excluded by considering only differential forms as integrands
which decrease sufficiently rapidly toward infinity. We give the conditions on the
integrand of a Feynman function associated with the sixth order ladder diagram
which are imposed by this requirement. The exclusion of second-type singularities
is natural if Feynman functions are studied in order to gain insight into S-matrix
theory since it is not clear whether second-type singularities must be present in the
connected parts of S-matrix elements. It is also mathematically more difficult to
show that a given Feynman function has second-type singularities when the simple
necessary condition for their existence is satisfied, than it is to show that the function
has Landau singularities.

Some calculations of homology groups relevant to the sixth order ladder diagram
were carried out by P. Federbush in 1964 [5]. On the basis of these calculations
Federbush gives an upper bound of 127 for the sheet index of a Feynman function
associated with the sixth order ladder diagram, this being the rank of the homology
group calculated by him. However, Federbush's paper does not attempt to decide
whether the upper bound of 127 is actually attained, and so does not sustain the
claim that the homology groups computed are the relevant ones. We find the sheet
index to be 78. In making this criticism of the conclusion reached by Federbush, the
author does not wish to detract from the importance of Federbush's paper, a
preprint of which was very kindly made available to the author by Prof. Federbush.
In particular the author would like to acknowledge that it was this paper which con-
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vinced him of the importance of Serre 's spectral sequence for the calculation of the
homology groups which arise in the study of Feynman functions.

In § 2 we give a brief review of the homological method and we emphasise
particularly the problems which arise in making a close connection between the homology
group and the structure of the function being studied. Then we focus attention on
what we have called the layers of the homology group or of the function3). If the
layers of a Feynman function are independent, we say that the function has a layer
structure. There is then one layer associated with each intersection of pole loci of
the integrand (and so with each contracted diagram) and the homology group is a
direct sum of homology groups defined by each intersection. This decomposition, if
it exists, is canonical and replaces in our work the Froissart decomposition which has
the disadvantage of not being canonical. It is our conjecture that all Feynman functions

have a layer structure. We have therefore stated this conjecture together with
certain related conjectures concerning the form of the layers. Since the recent book
by R. C. Hwa and V. L. Teplitz [6] and the forthcoming book by F. Pham [7] are
certain to stimulate interest in the homological method, it seemed to the author that
the development of the theory might be furthered by putting forward some definite
conjectures which more competent mathematicians may be able to disprove by
counterexample or establish generally. In this paper the main conjecture, that Feynman

functions have a layer structure will be established for Feynman functions not
having second-type singularities associated with the sixth order ladder diagram and
also for functions which are defined by integrals of standard form in which the pole
loci are complete intersections in the sense of I. Färy [8]. This result is not of immediate

value for the study of Feynman functions because only the Feynman functions
associated with the square diagram and not having second-type singularities fall
into this class. However, the result does give some additional insight into this special
case, and mathematically it is a natural first step. In particular it seems to the author
that the key to the general proof of the conjecture may lie in giving an appropriate
generalization of Fâry's concept of the finite homology group of an algebraic manifold

which is a complete intersection.

Throughout the general discussion of the homological method in § 2 we suppose
the function to be studied written as an integral of standard form. Nevertheless we
do not construct explicitly a standard form representation for Feynman functions
associated with the sixth order ladder diagram. The homology groups associated
with the intersections of pole loci, which in the general discussion are understood to
be compactified so as to be in general position, can be calculated from the intersections

obtained by means of the inversion compactification. In calculating these homology

groups we exploit the fact that the differential form to be integrated vanishes on
certain homology classes of the intersections either because it is holomorphic and the
homology class contains a cycle whose support is contained in an analytic subvariety
or because it is an iterated residue and the homology class has a vanishing iterated
coboundary.

The name ,layer' was suggested by Prof. T. Regge in a conversation with the author following
the publication of Fotiadi and Pham's analysis of the square diagram. The author would like
to thank Prof. Regge for the stimulus given by this conversation.
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The purely topological results are presented in § 3. This section contains a generalization

of the Leray coboundary sequence, a self-contained exposition of the results
of Fary [8] on the finite homology groups of complete intersections and the calculations

of some homology groups. The detail of the analysis of Feynman functions
associated with the sixth order ladder diagram is presented in § 4. This analysis is

not complete; we show how to obtain a basis for the homology group in which the
basis elements are Lefschetz classes and we prove that this homology group is the
relevant one in the sense that its rank is equal to the sheet index. We do not carry
out the task of expressing all the Lefschetz classes in terms of an explicitly defined
basis. However, the methods of the FFLP theory suffice to do this.

2. The Homological Method

2.1. Definition of the notion of a function having sheet structure of finite type

Let F(t) be a (multivalued) analytic function defined on a complex manifold T.
Denote by N the singularity set of F and suppose that 7Y is of complex codimension
1 in 77. For every fixed point t e T — N the set of germs of F with center t span a vector
space Vt over the rational field. Since N is of complex codimension 1 in T, T — N is

path connected. Let cfat be any path from tx to t2 in T — N. For each germ fx of F
with center tx we define a germ/2 Cti fx of F with center t2 by analytic continuation
of/j along ctj2. A linear dependence relation between germs is preserved under
analytic continuation; Ctitt can be extended to a linear map C(<i: Vx -> V2. This map
is non-singular, for it has inverse Cfjx defined by analytic continuation along ctiL
from t2 to tx. The vector spaces (Vj) therefore form a local system on T — N. Note in
particular that the dimension of Vt is independent of t.

If the dimension of Vt is finite and if the fundamental group of T — N is finitely
generated, then we say that the sheet structure of F(t) is of finite type. This structure
can be described as follows : choose a fixed point t0 s T — N. The germs of F with
center t0 span a vector space V0 of dimension s, the sheet index of F. Let ct, 1 < i < k
be loops generating nx (T — N; t0). To each c,- corresponds a non-singular linear map
V0 -> V0 which can be specified relative to a chosen basis for V0 by a s X s matrix [C,-].

2.2. Definition of an integral of standard form

An integral I0 / ° is said to be of standard form if
J ^ (loi

r«
a) S(t) 0 is a closed analytic subset of a compact complex analytic manifold Z"

of complex dimension n and depends analytically on a parameter t s T, 77 a complex
manifold.

b) co(t) is an analytic «-form on Zn, holomorphically dependent ont s T.
c) ro is an oriented C1 closed chain, of dimension n, in Zn — S(t0).
d) S(t0) is in general position (G.P.) in Z". Further the set

G {teT : S(t) not in G.P.}

is an analytic set of complex codimension 1 in T.
The compactification of momentum space whose existence is guaranteed by the
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Hironaka theorem does not in fact give an integral representation for a complete
Feynman amplitude in which the contour of integration ro is closed. However, the
boundary of ro does not have to be moved during the process of analytic continuation.
There are no end point singularities associated with this boundary. For every
discontinuity function the contour of integration is in fact closed. To ignore this boundary

and speak of ro as closed is therefore a convenient legal fiction.

Let I0 / ° be an integral of standard form.
J ^ vo)

A.
Let V be the open subset of T defined by V {te T : F0 fl S(t) <j>). Then t0 e V.

Let V0 be the connected component of t0 in V. For teV0 we can define a function

I0(t) by I0(t) /
-Ç77T-. Since co(t) and S(t) are holomorphic in t and ro is compact,

it follows that I0(t) is holomorphic in t in V0. The analytic function F(t) determined
by the germ I0(t) is called a function having an integral representation of standard
form.

From the FFLP ambiant isotopy theorem it follows
(i) that F(t) is analytic in T — G

(ii) that if c is a loop in T — G on t0 the germ CIa(t) defined by analytic continuation

of I0(t) along c has an integral representation

cWIf
for t in some neighbourhood of t0. Here Cro satisfies the same condition c) as ro.

2.3. The homology group

Any element v(t) of the vector space V0 spanned by germs of F(t) with center t0

has a representation

Ti r
r

Here the /7j are oriented C1 closed chains of dimension n and F is defined as 2J aiF~i-

t-i
Denote by W0 the vector space over the rationals spanned by germs w(t) with

center t0 defined by integral representations of the form (1). We may consider V0

to be a subspace of W0.

Since the differential form co(t)jS(t) in (1) is closed, Stokes theorem implies that

r can be replaced by any chain 77" such that

F - F' ÒR (2)

and the germ defined will not be changed. R is an oriented C1 (n + 1) chain, ÒR its
boundary. Two chains r, 71' satisfying (2) are called homologous and are said to
belong to the same (compact) homology class of Z — S(t0). The homology classes can
be made into a vector space over the rationals HI (Z — S(t0)) by giving them the
linear structure which they inherit from the chains. There is a natural homomorphism
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q:Rcn(Z— S(t0)) -> W0 which assigns to each homology class the germ with center
t0 defined by a chain r in the homology class.

It is known that the dimension of H£ (Z — S(t0)) is finite. It follows that the dimension

of V0 is also finite.
It is not necessary that V0 W0 or that q be an isomorphism.

2.4. Feynman functions

Denote by P an «-dimensional vector space over the complex numbers. Suppose
a nonsingular scalar product given in P. We write this product of two vectors a,
b e P as a.b and abbreviate a.a a2. The vectors of P will be called momentum
vectors.

Let H be a finite graph. Orient H and consider the set Q of sets of momentum
vectors, one for each oriented line of H, which satisfy momentum conservation at
each vertex of H. Q is a finite dimensional vector space and can be written as a direct
sum of the space E of vectors assigned to the external lines of H and the space K of
elements of Q for which the momenta of the external lines are zero. K may be written
as a direct sum of the spaces Kj of elements of Q which assign zero momentum to all
lines except those in a single loop;'. The / loops which define this decomposition must
be chosen to be independent cycles on H. An element of Kj is specified by giving the
momentum kj of some particular line in loop /. Thus Kj is «-dimensional. On Kj
define a holomorphic differential form d"kj A dskj. skj is the sth component of kj

with respect to some basis in Kj. Apart from a constant factor it is independent of
the choice of a basis. Denote by cf> the differential form on K defined by cb A d"kj.

Let M denote the space of N complex variables m2 one for each internal line of H.
Denote by T the complex manifold MxE. An analytic function F(t) defined on an

open subset of T will be called a Feynman function associated with the graph H,
if, for some t0 e T, a germ of F(t) with center t0 admits an integral representation

m-[ /(M)* • a)

1 1

n (1) the qi are momentumvectors assigned to the internal lines which together with
the external momenta specified by t form an element of Q. They are understood to be

expressed in terms of t and of the loop momenta k,. P(k, t) is a polynomial in the
components of the loop vectors and of the external momenta. The «; are positive
integers. ro is an oriented C1 «-chain in K which does not intersect any of the sets

Pi — {(k) '¦ qì + rn2 0} for t t0. 770 is either to be compact or may be a chain whose

support is the set of loop momenta whose components for the chosen basis are real.
In that case (1) is to be understood to mean

I(t) lim f f*'** (2)
r—><x>

fr n(qï+™i)"i

where 7"r 7""0 D {(k) : \\k\\ < r}. We require the convergence in (2) to be uniform with
respect to t in some neighbourhood of t0.
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2.5. Compactification

The space if is a space of nl complex variables. A compact analytic manifold K
such that

a) there is a biholomorphic map i : K -> K of K into K.
b) K is the topological closure of iK in K, is called a compactification of K (as an

analytic manifold). There are many possible choices for K. Particularly useful for the
study of Feynman functions is the inversion compactification (for the chosen set of
basic loops). K is written as a topological product Kx x x Kl and each factor K,.
is compactified by embedding it into the projective space Pn + X by means of the

embedding i : kj -> (1, kj, kf) (projective coordinates). Kj is the closure in Pn + X of iKj
and K Kxx xKx.

If K is a compactification of K, the integral representation 2.4(2) which defines

a germ I(t) of F(t) can be transformed into a representation of I(t) as an integral on K.
The pole sets P, are known to be in G.P. in K for alU e T tê L where 77 is a bunch

of algebraic varieties in 77, called the Landau singularities, which are defined implicitly

by the equations expressing the failure of the G.P. condition to hold at some point
of K. For t s L the set of points in K at which the G.P. condition does not hold is
called the pinch.

By a Hironaka compactification of K for F(t) we mean a compactification K of

K as an analytic manifold such that the representation of I(t) on K is an integral of
standard form. Hironaka's theorem on the resolution of singularities guarantees the
existence of such a compactification. When the transformed differential form for the

integral representing I(t) on K is computed it will in general have pole loci other than
the closures in K of the images under i of the P;. These additional poles we call
effective. The set G of points tsT such that the pole loci of the standard form integral
representation are not in G.P. will therefore contain in addition to the Landau
singularities L, a further set of algebraic varieties S which are defined implicitly by the

condition that the G.P. should fail at a point of K^ K — iK. These are the second

type singularities4). They correspond to pinches of the poles Pt which only occur at
infinity or to pinches involving one or more of the effective poles. If there are any
second-type singularities of the former type, they present a difficulty for the classification,

and in the discussion of layers in 2.6 we class them with the Landau singularities.

A further obstacle to a clear terminology is the fact that one (irreducible)
algebraic variety in T may correspond to several types of pinch in K (i.e. for a given

general point on the variety the pinch in K may have several algebraic components
on which different sets of poles fail to be in G.P.).

For the standard form representation of a Feynman function the set G is a bunch
of algebraic varieties in 77 because the equations which define it implicitly are poly-

4) Strictly speaking the Landau singularities as Ave have defined them here are not algebraic
varieties but open sets contained in algebraic varieties. For a general point on a Landau
singularity there is a pinch in K. For an exceptional set of points of complex codimension 1 there
may be no pinch in K but a pinch at a point of K^o- The varieties of S correspond to pinches
which occur only at points of K^.
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nomial equations from which the equation of G is obtained by elimination of the

coordinates of a point of the pinch in K. It is known that the fundamental group of
the complement in a space of several complex variables of a bunch of algebraic
varieties is finitely generated. Hence a Feynman function has sheet structure of
finite type.

2.6. Layers

Consider a function F(t) having an integral representation of standard form. We
use the notation of 2.2 and suppose S(t) the union of m manifolds St(t) in G.P. in Z"
for t eG. Denote by J the set of subsets of {1, m] and for each I e J denote by
S/ the intersection Z fi St, by S1, the union U S, if I is not empty, and by CI the
complement of I in /. UI teI

Define the subspace V,(t) of the vector space of germs of F(t) with center t e G

to be the space spanned by elements of V(t) which can be represented by means of
the Leray residue formula as integrals of cycles on St — SCI of the residue of co(t)

on the intersection St. If tx, t2 are two points and ctgt a path from tx to t2, CtitVj(tx)
Vj(t2) so {Vj(t)} is a local system of vector spaces on T — G. In particular the
representation oinx (T — G) on V0 leaves VT(t0) invariant. Then we define the layer M, as
the quotient space Vjj U Vj. F(t) will be said to have a layer structure if V ~ © Mj
(1). '^' '

IeJ

To clarify the meaning of (1) consider a case in which there are just two pole loci
Sx and S2. Let vx e Vx, v2e V2. Suppose that some linear combination vx + v2 e VX2.

Then if F(t) has a layer structure this implies vx e V12 and v2 e Vx2.

By the singularity of the layer Mj we mean the set G1 of points t e T such that
Sj(t) is not a manifold.

Conjecture 1. Every Feynman function has a layer structure.
Conjecture 2. The representation of the fundamental group nx (T — G,) on the

layer M, is irreducible.
In the case of a Feynman function we distinguish Landau and second-type layers

according to whether the set of poles SA\t) i e I consists entirely of the propagators
P{ displayed already in the representation of the function as an integral in K, or
whether it contains one or more effective poles which appear when the Hironaka
compactification of K is made. The Landau layers may be labelled by the diagrams
H' obtained from the diagram H of F(t) by contracting the lines of H whose propagators

do not appear in the corresponding intersection. We then write G(H') rather
than Gj. In this paper we will restrict ourselves to the case of Feynman functions
whose standard form integral representation contains no effective poles. In the
examples we have studied this can be assured by conditions whose effect is to require
the integers ni to be sufficiently large. Thus given any Feynman function it is necessary

only to differentiate it with respect to certain of the variables m\ a sufficient
number of times to obtain a Feynman function without second-type layers.

The notion of layers can be introduced for any function of finite sheet type as
follows. Consider the representation of nx (T — N) on V(t0). Let

0 V0CV1C CVk_xCVk=V (all inclusions proper)

be a chain of subspaces invariant under nx (T — N) and of maximal length. Then
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nx (T - N) is irreducible on Ml V,IVt_v 1< i < k. We call the M, layers of F(t).
Conjecture 2 implies that the layers given by this definition coincide in the case of
Feynman functions with the layers which are defined geometrically. nx (T — GT)

appears in the conjecture rather than nx (T — G) because it can be shown from the
Picard-Lefschetz theory that loops around components of G not in GI act trivially
on Mr.

The Landau singularities of a Feynman function associated with the graph 77

are defined implicitly by the Landau equations

a,- (q2 + m2) 0 for each i JJ v.lqi 0 for all /. (2)
isloop;

In (2) the oq are complex numbers not all zero. From these equations it is immediate
that L is not an irreducible algebraic variety but is the union of components which
can be defined by the equations

<& + m2 0 £Wi ° for a111 (3)
isloop j

where now the index i is to run over a subset I of the indices labelling the lines of H
and all the oc, are required to be non-zero for a general point on the component in
question. Equations (3) are the equations which define that component of the Landau
singularities of the graph 77', obtained from H by contracting the lines of H not in 7,
which has non-zero a's for every line. This is called the leading or principal Landau
singularity of 77'. The Landau singularity of H is thus the union of the principal
Landau singularities of its contracted graphs. We denote the principal Landau
singularity of a graph H by L(H).

Conjecture 3. For every graph 77, L(H) is either empty or an irreducible algebraic
variety of complex codimension 1 in T. If Hx 4= H2, L(HX) 4= L(H2).

Note that the parameter space T contains the variables m2 so that we do not
consider the principal Landau singularity of the self-energy diagram to degenerate
into normal and pseudothreshold curves. The parameter space 77' for a contracted
graph 77' is not the same as that for 77. However, it is obtained from that for 77 simply
by deleting the variables m2 for the contracted lines. Hence if L(H') is irreducible
in 77' then it is irreducible in T.

Conjecture 3 has been proved by T. Regge and G. Barucchi [9] for graphs 77

which arise in the strip approximation and by G. Barucchi [10] for the crossed square
graph. Thus Conjecture 3 is known to be true for the contractions of the sixth order
ladder graph.

The sets of a,- which satisfy (3) for a given point t0 e L(H') and for a given point
(q{) of the corresponding pinch in K form a finite dimensional vector space. If this
space has dimension > 1 then it must contain a set of a,- one or more of which is zero.
Hence t0 e 77(77") where 77" is some contraction of 77'. If Conjecture 3 holds, 7(77") fl
7(77') is of complex codimension 1 in 7(77'). Hence for a general point t0 e 7(77') the
set of a,- for each point of the pinch is unique up to a factor. Moreover if the pinch has
dimension >0 or consists of more than one point the set of &. is the same for each

point of the pinch (up to a factor). These non-simple pinches occur for contracted
diagrams which are anomalous—in this case the pinch is not simple because of the
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freedom to rotate the dual diagram in momentum space about the subspace spanned
by the external momenta—or which are obtained by contracting all the lines of one

or more loops—in this case the pinch is not simple because the loop momenta for the
contracted loops may be given arbitrary values. Nevertheless, the dual diagram is

defined up to a congruence so the a{ are up to a factor.
If the pinch in K corresponding to a general point of one of the components 7(77')

of L has dimension 0, then 7(77') can appear as a component only of the singularity
G(77') of the layer of F(t) corresponding to the contracted diagram 77'. If the pinch has

complex dimension d > 0 then 7(77') may appear among the components of the

singularities G(H") of the layers of F(t) corresponding to graphs 77" which can be

contracted onto 77' and which contain not more than d lines not in 77. This has been

emphasized by P. V. Landshoff et al. [11], It is illustrated in § 4.

We have pointed out that for a general point t0 e 7(77') the set of complex numbers

(a;) satisfying (3) are uniquely defined up to a factor. However, there appears
no obvious reason why having found (vH(t)) satisfying (3) for all t in the neighbourhood
of t0 and chosen the normalization so that x^t) varies smoothly with t in the
neighbourhood of t0, one should not take any smooth function X(t) non-zero in the
neighbourhood of t0 and form a set (X(t) a.{(t)) which would do equally well. By contrast if
the <X; are introduced by first representing the Feynman function as an integral over
loop momenta and Feynman parameters a.{, the normalization of the set (a;) is not
arbitrary from point to point on 7(77') but rather there is a single overall normalization.

That there is natural overall normalization can be proved without introducing
the Feynman parametrization from a result proved by F. Pham [12] and independently

bay the author [13] according to which the normal 1-form to 7(77') at a nonsingular
point t0 is given by

In (4) the differentials dq{ are to be expressed in terms of the differentials dkj of the

loop vectors and the differentials of the external vectors. The dkj cancel by virtue
of the loop equations. If the a; are normalized so that

dl =2J<*' li d1i (5)

where I 0 is the polynomial equation of 7(77'), then their normalization is arbitrary
only up to an overall constant factor.

We continue the discussion of layers in 2.8 after further development of the homo-

logical method.

2.7. The Picard-Lefschetz theorem. A review of references [14], [5]

We continue the discussion begun in 2.3. of a function defined by an integral of
standard form. The assumption made in 2.6. regarding S(t) is imposed.

If it is possible to choose loops which generate nx T — G) which are elementary
loops for certain points on G, and if, for each loop, the pinch in Z which occurs for
the point on G which the loop circles, is simple quadratic or non-simple quadratic,
then the action of nx (T — G) on H^ (Z — S(t0)) (and hence on W0) can be determined.
According to the Picard-Lefschetz theorem the transformation C which corresponds
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to an elementary loop c around a point on G corresponding to a simple pinch is given by

Ch h + l(h)e (1)

where 1(h) is a certain linear functional of h which is specified in the full statement
of the theorem and e is an element of 77^ (Z — S(t0)) called the Lefschetz class for the
loop. The definition of a nonsimple quadratic pinch and the corresponding generalization

of the Picard-Lefschetz theorem are given in § 4. Formula (1) expresses the fact
that the linear transformation C — 1 has rank 1. In the case of sixth order ladder
diagram we find that this is also true for the transformations corresponding to the non-
simple quadratic pinches. It will not hold in general (in particular not for the eighth
order ladder diagram).

It is always possible to choose a finite set of elementary loops generatingnx (T — G)

if G is a bunch of algebraic varieties. Then for the purpose of the present discussion
the Lefschetz classes for a loop c can be defined to be the elements in the image of
77£ (Z — S(t0)) under the map C — 1.

In 3.1. we define a filtration of 77^ (Z — S(t0)) with the help of Leray's coboundary
operator. We have already used this filtration implicitly in the definition of layers.
We refer to 3.1. for the notations used below.

Denote by 77' the subspace of 77^ (Z — S(t0)) spanned by the homology class of
770 and by the Lefschetz classes for the elementary loops generating nx (T — G). The
filtration of H„ (Z — S(t0)) induces a filtration of 77'. We denote by GrE' the
corresponding graded group and by E',, I e J, the corresponding layers.

We expect that if F(t) is a Feynman amplitude, so that ro is the compactification
of the real part of the space K of internal momenta for the corresponding diagram,
then V0 qE'—in other words that every pinch is singular for some sheet of F(t). If
F(t) has only Landau singularities this is implied by the argument of Landau quoted
by Cutkosky [15] and elaborated by him.

In [14] Fotiadi and Pham make a complete analysis of a Feynman amplitude for
the square diagram which satisfies the condition for the absence of second-type
singularities. This condition is satisfied in particular for the amplitude in a Lagrangian
theory of spin 0 particles with cubic interaction, as also for the amplitude corresponding

to the sixth order ladder diagram in this theory. We now review the main points
of their calculation.

The inversion compactification gives an integral representation of F(t) of standard
form. Z is a complex quadric Q\ and S(tQ) the union of 4 complex quadrics Q\ in G.P.
in Z6). Single out one of the 4 pole loci, S4 say, and introduce an affine coordinate
system in the projective space P5 D Z in which S4 is the intersection with Z of the
prime at infinity. Then

H^Z-p^s)j Hl(zF-iJ^ (2)

where XF denotes the finite part of the algebraic variety X. By the Froissart decomposition

theorem
s \

HI \ZP - U sA ~ © 3"'" 77:_ |7| ((Z fi S7n (3)

5) See 3.3. for the notation we use for the complex quadrics and cones.
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where /4 denotes the set of subsets of 1, 2, 3 (including^). The intersections (Z fi ST)1

are affine quadrics Qt-ui and the base point t0 and the affine coordinate system may
eb so chosen that each of these quadrics is retractible onto its real section which
is a real sphere S4_ l'I.
ThuS Hl_m{(ZnSr)F)aR (4)

and this group is generated by the homology class e: of the real section of Z fl Sj
with its natural orientation. The group which appears on the right hand side of (3)
is a graded group associated with 77 4 (Z — S(t0)) (with respect to a different filtration
from that introduced generally in 3.1.) so that the choice of generators eT of the homology

groups in the direct sum does not uniquely define a basis for 774 (Z — S(t0)). A
unique basis may be defined by constructing for each 7 e Ji a cycle g,- in Z D ST whose

support does not intersect SCI and which is homologous in H£_\t\ ((Z fi ST)F) to eT.

Then the homology classes h, hx, h2, h3, hX2, h23, h3X, hX23 of the cycles {ro, ôgx, ôg2,

d&3" ^2§i2. à2g23, ò2g31, ô3g123} form a basis for 77| (Z — S(t0)). The Landau singularity
is the union of irreducible algebraic manifolds LI: one for each intersection SI: and a

general point on Lf corresponds to a simple quadratic pinch in Z on S7. Fotiadi and
Pham show that the gr may be chosen to be Lefschetz cycles on the corresponding
intersections S7, I e Ji for certain loops on t0. Hence in this case q is an isomorphism
and 77' H\(Z — S(t0)). Further loops are defined for the intersections Sz, I e /4
with corresponding Lefschetz classes hf. These classes are then expressed as linear
combinations of the elements of the chosen basis. On examining these linear relations,
Fotiadi and Pham remark that the classes hT with |7| even form a symmetrical
basis. This basis corresponds to the filtration of 774 (Z — S(t0)) introduced generally
in 3.1. They do not prove that their chosen loops generate the fundamental group but
remark that the corresponding transformations generate the algebra of the representation

of the fundamental group on 77| (Z — S(t0))—in other words that nothing is
lost by considering these loops. Their analysis also shows V0 qE'.

In [5] Federbush studies a Feynman amplitude associated with the sixth order
ladder diagram. He supposes that the integrand does not have the effective poles
associated with the two square subgraphs but he does not exclude the effective pole
associated with the loop formed by the six lines of the diagram running around its
edge (see 4.1.). The function studied by him may therefore have second-type singularities

arising from pinches involving this pole. The integration space Z is the inversion
compactification of the space of internal momenta for the two square subgraphs as

basic loops. The representation of F(t) as an integral on Z is not of standard form.
For all t e T the pole locus Se(t) is singular, having a fixed set U of singular points6).
It is this permanent pinch which appears as an additional effective pole in a Hironaka
compactification. It can also be displayed explicitly by making the inversion
compactification defined by taking one of the square loops and the six-line loop as basic

loops. Federbush then makes two calculations: in the first calculation he introduces
an enlarged parameter space T' such that F(t) is the restriction to T of certain germs
of a function F'(t') which has a representation of standard form on Z and calculates
77^ (Z — S(Q) where t'0 is a general point in 77' ; in the second calculation he calculates

6) The labelling of the lines which we use is defined in 4.1. 6 is the line common to the two square
loops.
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77^ (Z — S(t0)). The use of the Froissart decomposition theorem requires two lines
to be singled out, one from each loop, (say lines 2 and 4 in our notation and an affine
coordinate system to be chosen in P3 x P5 for which the two primes at infinity intersect

Z in S2, S4. The calculation of the homology groups of the set of affine algebraic
varieties defined in this coordinate system, (Z fl ST)F, is not trivial but Federbush
succeeds in calculating them using standard methods of algebraic topology (exact
sequences, Serre's spectral sequence) and some geometrical lemmas. The result of
the calculations is the determination of the ranks of the groups 77| _ |7i ((Z fl ST)F) and
therefore in particular of the ranks of the groups 77£ (Z — S(Q), H„ (Z — S(t0)). These
numbers should be upper bounds for the sheet index of F(t). However, since the
homology classes obtained by Federbush as basis classes for the groups 77g_ |7|

((Z fl Sj)1') are not Lefschetz classes, it is not possible from Federbush's results to
decide whether the lower of his two bounds—127—is attained. In fact the results
which we present in § 4 show that for a Feynman amplitude associated with the sixth
order ladder diagram and having only Landau singularities, the sheet index is only 78.

It is true that in comparing this result with that of Federbush it is necessary to
recall that the function studied by him is allowed to have certain second-type
singularities so that one should add to 78 the contribution of the second-type layers. This
does not account for the difference (though we do not prove this assertion in this
paper).

Although we prefer to use the symmetrical basis for 77£ (Z — S(t0)) defined by
means of the filtration of 3.1. rather than that obtained by means of the Froissart
decomposition theorem, it may be useful when completing the analysis which we
give in § 4 by defining a complete set of Lefschetz classes and expressing them in the
chosen basis to consider the implication of this theorem. As J. B. Boyling [16] has

emphasised, the Froissart decomposition theorem gives a basis for H„ (Z — S(t0)) over
the integers. The symmetrical basis which we use is a basis for 77^ (Z — S(t0)) only
when rational coefficients are used.

2.8. The structure of the layers

We continue the discussion of 2.6.
The layer Mz will be said to be independent if

M|7| U MIt
h:\h\-\i\

is a direct sum
MW=MT® (J Mh.

F(t) has a layer structure if and only if all its layers are independent.
Conjecture 4. Mr ~ Ej where 777 denotes the subgroup of 77„_i7|(S7) spanned by

the Lefschetz classes for loops in T around the singularitiy GT of M,. Furthermore
unless ET 0, the Kronecker index defines on 777 a nonsingular bilinear form.

Remark 1. It is trivial that M, ~ qEj if it is known that V0 qE'. But it is not
clear that Ej 0^ E„ only that 77; D ô^ Ej.

Remark 2. If Mj ~ qEr and the second part of Conjecture 4 holds, then the Picard-
Lefschetz theorem shows that q \ Ej is an isomorphism so the first part of Conjecture
4 holds.
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Not wishing to introduce additional notation we have used q and d'7' in these
remarks to denote maps closely related to their defined meaning, trusting that their
meaning will be clear in context.

A form f(t) on S7 will be called a separating form for S7 if
a) ip(t) is the iterated residue onto S7 of a form on Z satisfying the same conditions

as co(t) but having poles only on the Sit i e I (so that xp(t) is regular on S7) ;

b) for any Lefschetz class eT 4= 0 for G7 the function

G(t)=ff(t)

is not identically zero. G(t) will be called a separating function for S7.

Proposition 1. In order that the layer MT be independent it is sufficient that S7

have a separating form, and the Conjecture 4 hold.
If Mj is not independent, we have some linear relation

U:\U-\I\ I,* I

where d'7' A7 defines a non-zero element of Mj. According to Conjecture 4, we can find
a Lefschetz class f, such that hT ¦ fT 4= 0.

Consider the function
H(t) J W(t)

hj

Equation (1), condition a) on y>(t) and the Leray residue formula imply that H(t) is

identically zero. But according to the Picard-Lefschetz theorem the separating function

G(t) j rp(t)

h

is a discontinuity of H(t), and this contradicts condition b).
Now consider a Feynman function F(t) for a graph 77.

Let Sj be a Landau intersection, i.e. an intersection of propagators. S7 S(H')
where 77' is a contraction of 77. The differential form

fi(H')= res"'", n
v is I

is called the phase space form of 77'. It is holomorphic on the finite part of S (77').
A function defined by integrating ,«(77') over a Lefschetz cycle e(H') for G(77') will be
called a phase space function. This is a reasonable terminology because the phase
space functions for multiparticle scattering processes are of this form [12].

Conjecture 5. The differential form

««(#') resl'l /-—j
\ie I

is a separating form for S (77') provided that the integers r{ are sufficiently large.
By this we mean that if we construct a standard form representation of F(t) by

making a Hironaka compactification of K then the transform of fpr) under the injec-
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tion i'¦: K -> K is the restriction to iK of a separating form for S(77')—in other words
that jmw has no effective poles at infinity, and that the integral of /*i-r'1 over any
Lefschetz class e(H') 4= 0 for G(H') does not vanish identically. Conjecture 5 can be
expressed in terms of phase space functions: If the Lefschetz class e(H') of the cycle
e(H') defining a phase space function is non-zero, then by differentiating the function
a sufficient number of times with respect to the squared internal masses, a function
is obtained which is non-zero and has no second-type singularities. Conjecture 5 can
thus be regarded as a conjecture regarding the dependence of the phase space functions

on the internal masses.
We now come to the last of our conjectures which concerns the structure of the

possible layers with a view to securing a classification of them.
The bilinear form defined on E, by the Kronecker index is skew-symmetric or

symmetric according as the complex dimension of S7 is odd or even. Conjecture 4

therefore implies for the odd case that the dimension of ET is even and that a basis for
777 may be chosen so that the Kronecker index is expressed in the standard form for a

symplectic product. In the even dimensional case it is natural to enquire about the
signature of the product. Suppose first, to simplify the discussion, that the Lefschetz
classes of 777 correspond to simple quadratic pinches on S7. Then for each Lefschetz
class e the loop transformation for the path used to define it is given by

T(h) A - (- l)k(e ¦ h)e where 2k n-\I\ dimc S7 (2)

and e.e 2 (— 1)*. In particular e.e is positive or negative according as k is even or
odd. Now suppose that A. A 4= 0 for all h e E,. Define a new scalar product by (h.I)'
(— 1)* (h. I) if A, l e Ej. Then 777 with this scalar product is a Euclidean space provided
that we extend the base field from the rationals to the reals. This we do as to be able
to take square roots and rewrite (2) as

T(h) A-2 (e- h)e. (3)

In (3) we have dropped the prime on our new scalar product and introduced a unit
vector ê e\^2. T can therefore be interpreted as a reflection in the prime ê. h 0.

Thus nx(T — Gj) is represented on 777 by a group 7? generated by reflections. Such

a group 7? has a very special structure, Coxeter [17]. We summarize: 7? is a direct
product of irreducible subgroups. Each of these subgroups is a finite group having
as fundamental region a spherical simplex. The group may be characterized by the
angles between the walls of this simplex. The possible simplexes may be symbolically
represented by graphs invented by Coxeter for the purpose7). The meaning of the
graphs is given by Coxeter in Chapter XI of [17] and a list of them, together with
the orders of the corresponding finite groups, appears on page 297, loc. cit.

We will suppose R is irreducible (Conjecture 2.).
It would appear from the above that a group R arising in this way could only be

trigonal, i.e. for two vectors ê{, êj defining reflections of 7?

ê, ¦ êj 0 or ±xl2.

But as representations for the simple Lie groups tLey are universally known to physicists as

Dynkin diagrams.
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However, it must be remembered that we introduced the simplifying assumption
that the Lefschetz classes of Er correspond to simple quadratic pinches on S7. For the
nonsimple pinches which arise in the analysis of Feynman functions associated with
the sixth order ladder diagram we find that the loop transformations can still be

written in the form (3) but that ê is not related to the Lefschetz class e by ê e/j/2.
In general we expect that some of the loop transformations T will be products of
reflections rather than single reflections. This possibility is realized for the leading
layer of the 8th order ladder diagram. In that case our conjecture regarding the signature

is confirmed and we find that 7? has the exceptional structure 7^.

Suppose that S7 has a separating form. Then a separating function G(t) for S7 is
obtained by integrating this over a Lefschetz class e. e (or — e) defines a reflection T
in 7?. If U is any element of 7?, the homology class Ue is a Lefschetz class and defines
the reflection IJ-XTU conjugate to 77. Hence: [G(t)]2 is an algebraic function. The
germs of [G(t)]2 over a fixed point t0 may be set into one-one correspondence with a

conjugate class of reflections in 7?. If the components of G7 are divided into sets according

to the conjugacy class in R of the reflections defined by their Lefschetz classes,
there is, for each set of components, a separating function G(t), defined by the given
separating form, having these components as square root branch curves and no others.

We summarize this discussion as

Conjecture 6. For each layer corresponding to an intersection of even complex
dimension, the Kronecker index defines on 777 a scalar product which is positive
definite or negative definite according as the dimension is divisible by 4 or not.

It would be interesting to know whether the truth of Conjecture 6 is necessary
for the separating functions of S7 to be algebraic. We remark that a separating function

for a layer of odd complex dimension cannot be algebraic for the Picard-Lefschetz
theorem shows that in a neighbourhood of a point on G7 it behaves like a logarithm.

It is important to reduce the problem of computing the dimension of a layer
(and hence the sheet index) to a problem in enumerative algebraic geometry. In this
context the following considerations may prove useful.

Consider a function F(t) of finite sheet type defined on the complex plane T.
Denote by N {tx, t„} the set of singular points of F(t). Define a sheaf J on 77:

if D is a closed set in T then 3(D), the section of "J over D, is the vector space of
functions, defined by linear combinations of germs of F(t) over some point in D,
which are single-valued in D. "J is a locally constant sheaf on T — N and the sheet
index of F(t) is the dimension « of 3(t), te N. We suppose that for each singular point
t{, 3(t:) has dimension n — r{, ri > 0. rt will be called the rank of t{. We call F(t)
irreducible if the representation of nx (T — N; t0) on 3(t0) (t0 e N) is irreducible.

k

Proposition 2. If F(t) is irreducible, Hx (77; J) has rank 2J rj — 2«.
7-1

In Figure 1 we exhibit a complex from which 77(7; 'J) can be calculated. This
complex has Euler-Poincaré characteristic

X 2« -JJn +£(n - rj) - i]Tr} - 2«\
i i \ i I

Denote by / a loop on t0 around one of the singularities tj and by 7; the
corresponding loop transformation of J(t0). Then U (7] — 1) 3(t0) 4= 0 is the subspace of
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3(t0) spanned by discontinuities of F(t) for different loops around tj. This subspace is

invariant under nx(T — N; t0) and so, by the supposition of irreducibility, U (7] — 1)
i

3(t0) 3(t0). All the elements of U (7, — 1) $(t0) are boundaries in the chain group

which defines 77(7; 3). Hence 770(77; J) 0.

oKjKD

Figure 1

A complex for H(T,J) 0-complex J(A)@J-(B)
1-complex © J(lj)

1

2-complex © J(s.)

The elements of H2(T; J) are defined by elements of 3(T), i.e. by elements of
3(t0) which can be extended to the whole of T as single valued functions. The sub-

space spanned by such elements of U(t0) is invariant under nx (T — N;t0). It cannot
be the whole of 3(t0). Hence it must be empty. Thus H2(T; J) 0.

We now have rank HX(T; J) — % £ r. 2«

Corollary. If C is an irreducible algebraic curve of degree « having only ordinary
multiple points and cusps its genus g is given by

m + x
(Plücker's formula)

where m is the class and x the number of cusps.
Consider the fibering of C by a generic pencil of sections. Denote by t a parameter

for the pencil and by m a parameter for the fibers so that C is considered as embedded
in the product of the Spiane and the «-plane. The. function u(t) defined by (t, u(t)) e C

is «-valued and is a function of finite sheet type. Let XI denote the sheaf defined by
u(t).

H(C)~H(T;U)
u(t) is not irreducible for ux(t) + + u„(t) is invariant. We therefore introduce the
function F(t) whose values are uff) — u}-(t). F(t) is of finite sheet type and the
irreducibility of C implies that of F(t). Moreover

Xl — R © J where 7? is the constant sheaf.
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Hence HX(C) ~ HX(T; 3). By Proposition 2, HX(T; J) has rank (m + x) - 2 (n - 1),
which gives Plücker's formula.

Now consider the ladder diagram AN with N rungs. The phase space function
defined by integrating pi(AN) over a Lefschetz class for the leading Landau singularity
of AN is a separating function GN for S(AN). Choose the loop momenta kx, kN_x
as indicated in Figure 2. If we regard the integral defining GN as a repeated integral
over Kx, KN_2 and then over KN_X, we get a representation of GN in terms of
G « _, /.

GM GN-X(t0,

where u denotes a complex parameter for the intersection defined in KN_X by the
last three propagators which is a conic C and so rational. We can take u to be

y sx-s\)

where sx denotes the energy variable indicated in Figure 2. and s\\ sf are the two
values of sx for which the points on C having this value of sx coincide. Now the Landau
singularity G(An_x) for the (N — 1) rung ladder diagram with sx as energy variable
has as components the leading Landau singularity together with components
independent of sx. In [9] Regge and Barucchi show that the leading Landau singularity
of AN_X has degree 2A"2 in sx and hence 2-v~1 in u. If we assume

a) that GN_x(u) is irreducible and has rank 1 singularities in u
b) that the homology group HX(U; QN^X) is isomorphic with the vector space V0

of germs of GN(t) over t0 then it follows from Proposition 2 that
sheet index of GA 2 x (sheet index of GA

the intersection in KH_,

for these lines is

parametrized by u

Figure 2

Now the sheet index of G2 is 1, so this formula gives
sheet index of GN dimension of the layer M(AN) 2A~2

This formula will be proved in this paper for N 3 and it is also true for N 4.
The first part of assumption a) is a strong form of Conjecture 2, the second part is

proved by the Picard-Lefschetz theorem, since the singularities in u correspond to
simple quadratic pinches in the integration space for GN_X. Assumption b) asserts
that the elements of HX(U; QN^X) which correspond to Lefschetz classes on S(AN)

span this space and the operation q of integrating over these Lefschetz classes defines
an isomorphism onto V0. The first part of assumption b) can only be established by
assuming Conjecture 4 for AN_X which gives an isomorphism between HX(U; (^y-i)
and a group which appears in the Serre spectral sequence which expresses geometrically

the idea of representing a multiple integral as a repeated integral. Then it can
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be interpreted entirely in geometrical terms. The second part of b) is Conjecture 4
for AN. The relation between the Serre spectral sequence and repeated integration
will be illustrated in § 4.

2.9. The proof of Conjectures 1-6 for the sixth order ladder diagram

Let D denote the inversion compactification of the space K of internal momenta
for the sixth order ladder diagram. We denote by 777, I e J, the set of subsets of
{1, 7}, the intersections in D of the pole loci for a Feynman function F(t)
associated with this graph and not having second-type singularities. In § 4 we prove that
for every lei

Hn-wPt) Ej® Aj (1)

where a) 777 is spanned by Lefschetz classes on 777 for loops around G7

b) the Kronecker index defines on 7?7 a nondegenerate bilinear form, positive or
negative definite if j 71 is even

c) on ^47 the residue onto 777 of the differential form in the integral defining F(t)
vanishes.

Since Sj, the intersection in Z of the pole loci for a standard form representation
of F(t) is a modification of 7)7, there is an algebraic variety Xj in S7 and an algebraic
variety Yz in Dj together with a biholomorphic map i: Sj — Xj -> 777 — Yj. We

may use this map to identify Lefschetz cycles on S7 for Gj with Lefschetz cycles on
Dj for Gj, since the Lefschetz cycles have support not intersecting XIt Y7 respectively.
The only question which arises is whether the linear relations between the corresponding

homology classes are the same on S7 as on Dz. This is guaranteed by b) according
to which these relations are determined by computing intersection numbers and these
are the same for corresponding pairs of cycles on S7 — X, and 737 — Y7. We are therefore

justified in identifying the 777 which appears in (1) with that defined in 2.8.
The first part of Conjecture 5, that for each contracted graph 77', /j.^(H') has no

effective poles is proved by the analysis which we summarise at the beginning of § 4.
The second part that the functions obtained by integrating it over non-vanishing
Lefschetz classes are not zero may be proved by computing these functions or by
using the form of the Picard-Lefschetz theorem which gives the explicit local form
of the function near a singular point corresponding to a simple quadratic pinch. Then
the decomposition (1) with the identification established above proves Conjectures
4 and 6. The detailed description of the 777 also establishes Conjecture 2. Finally,
Conjecture 1 follows from Proposition 1 of 2.8. We noted earlier that Regge and
Barucchi have established Conjecture 3.

3. Some Topological Results

3.1. A Spectral Sequence

Let Z be a complex manifold, Si(f 1 m) complex submanifolds of codimension
1 in Z, and in G.P. We consider the problem of relating the homology group Hc (Z —

m

U Sj) to the homology groups 77C(S7). Here S7 Z f) St and 7 runs through the set J
i-l iel
of subsets of {1, m}.
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Consider first the case m 1. In this case Hc (Z — Sx), HC(Z), HC(SX) are related
by the exact sequence (J. Leray [18]).

H° (Z - SA

/i \à (1)

H<(Z) —? Hc(Sx)

where i is the homomorphism induced by the injection mapZ — Sx ->Z, co is the homo-
morphism a -> a.sx where the symbol a.sx is used to denote the homology class on Sx

of the intersection with Sx of a representative cycle for a in G.P. with respect to Sx.
ô is the coboundary map of J. Leray.

The situation for general m can be described by introducing a spectral sequence.
Let a be a singular chain of S7 — SCI, I e J. Construct a Riemannian metric pi on Z
in such a way that the S{ are orthogonal. Let e > 0 be sufficiently small. Then we may

m

construct a singular chain b of Z — U S,- as follows :

i ^1
Let I {ix ip} ix < < ip. Set Is {ts_! ip} 1 < s < p and define for

each s a singular chain as of S7 — Sc/* by induction on s. as + x is the boundary of a

tubular neighbourhood of as of radius £ constructed by means of the metric pi (for
this construction see J. Leray [18]. Set ap b.

We call any chain which is a linear combination of chains such as & a tubular
chain of order p. I may be any element of J with | 7 | p and the Riemannian
metric pi and the radius e > 0 may be chosen freely subject to the conditions stated
above. Denote by Cp the group of tubular chains of order m — p. The boundary of a

tubular chain of order p is also a tubular chain of order p. Hence

c/>=C_1CC0C...CCm C
m

is an admissible filtration of the group C of singular chains of Z — U S{. This filtration
i -1

gives rise to a spectral sequence Ek which terminates in a graded group associated

with77c \Z- U S.

We will now describe the spectral sequence 77*.

There is a natural isomorphism between „77" nCp\nCp _ x (dimension index on the
left, filtration index on the right) and © „_m_pTT where the summation is over

I e J with | 7 | m — p and 7} denotes the group of singular chains of S7 — SCI

modulo tubular chains of S7 — SCI.

Given a Riemannian metric pi as above we can define a homomorphism

pi: C*(Sr) -> Tj

where C*(Sj) is the group of singular chains of S7 in G.P. with respect to the S;,

j e CI. If g is a singular simplex in C*(Sf) we can subtract from g a tubular
neighbourhood ge of its intersection with Sc z of sufficiently small radius e to give a chain
of Sj — SCI and hence an element pig of 7}. The singular Simplexes generate C*(Sj)
freely so we can extend pi to a homomorphism. The boundary of g — ge differs from
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that of g by a tubular chain so pi is an admissible homomorphism. Also C*(Sj) is chain
homotopic to C(Sj) the full group of singular chains of S7. Hence pi induces a homo-
morphÌSm

,: H<(Sj) -> H(Tj).
Since every tubular cycle in S7 — SCI bounds in S7, v has kernel zero. Also the map
pi: C*(Sj) -> Tj is onto so v is onto. Thus v is an isomorphism.

Hence Ej, is isomorphic with © Hc(Sj) (sum over 7 with \I\ m — p).
IeJ

The differential dx is the immediate generalization of the homomorphism m of

(1)—that is if g ® gjeExp
IeJ\I\ ^m~p

dxg= © Z Q(*>k)gi-sk\ (2)

I,eJ\I,\-m-p + l \I;{I,k) - I, I

In (2), q(I, k) denotes the sign of the permutation (7, k) -> Ix. This factor enters
because of the skewsymmetry of Leray's iterated coboundary [18].

Now focus attention on the homology groups in the middle dimensions of the

spaces under consideration. The subgroup of H„(Z) which survives into the second

term of the spectral sequence we call the layer corresponding to Z. The layer
corresponding to an intersection S7 is defined in the same way by considering the spectral
sequence which related Hc (S7 — SCI) to the homology group Hc(Sjj), IXD I. If the

term „77J; of filtration p in the graded group associated with H'lZ — U SAby the

spectral sequence is the direct sum of the layers for the intersections Sr with | 7 |

m — p then we say that HcniZ— U S, has a layer structure.

The layer corresponding to Z may be identified with the quotient of

I m \
Hcn \Z — U S{ J by the subgroup spanned by elements which are coboundaries of homology

classes of one of the groups B\cn_. iSt — U SA.

3.2. Finite Homology Groups of Complete Intersections

In this section we introduce the notion of the finite homology groups of an
algebraic variety in a projective space, following Fary [8], and present some striking
results proved by Fâry concerning these homology groups in the case in which the
algebraic variety is a complete intersection (defined below). At the end of the section
we point out that these results may be applied to the study of a function F(t) defined
by an integral representation of standard form in which the integration space Z and
the intersections of pole loci S7 are complete intersections.

One of Fâry's main purposes in [8] is to give a proof of the Lefschetz theorem on
hyperplane sections. We prefer to quote the stronger form of this theorem due to
Andreotti and Fraenkel, referring to Milnor [19] for the elegant proof using
Morse theory.

Theorem 1. A complex analytic manifold M of complex dimension k, bianalytically
embedded as a closed subset of C" has the homotopy type of a A-dimensional CW-
complex.
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COR 1. If M C C" is an algebraic manifold in complex «-space of real dimension
2k then

H{(M; R) 0 for i>k.
COR 2. With M as in COR 1, if J is a locally constant sheaf (system of local

coefficient groups) on M5 F '
H,(M; 3) 0 for i>k.

Proposition 1. (Färy loc. cit., Chapter 1 3°). Let W be an irreducible algebraic
variety without singularities in Pm. Let Vn be the affine part of Wn ; V" W" —

(W flP*-1) where Pm~x is not tangent to Wn. Consider the injections i: H(V) ->
H(W). The images of these injections are independent of V.

ixH(V»)=i2H(Vl).
Definition 1. Let Wn be an irreducible algebraic variety without singularities in

Pm, and let i: H(Vn) -> H(W) be the injection. We define the finite homology group
HF(Wn) iH(Vn). By Proposition 1 the group so defined is independent of the particular

affine coordinate system used in the definition.
We will also refer to the quotient group Hp(Vn)jòHp_x(Wnoa) ~ HFp(Wn) as the

finite homology group of V.
Proof of proposition 1.

If A e ixH(Vx), we can choose a representative cycle hoi h with support in Vx.
We have to prove that A • V£~x is homologous to zero in Wn D P,™"1. Here F"_1
vfrip?-1,«. +1.

Consider the pencil of hyperplane sections of Wn with base 77* ~ x fl P™ ~x and complex

parameter a. Since this pencil contains sections which are not singular, it
contains only a finite number of singular sections. If we delete the corresponding values
of a from the a-plane, the remaining points form a connected region 7? containing 1

and 2. Choose a simple arc X in 7? from 2 to 1. If a e A is sufficiently close to 1, A, which
has compact support in Vx, does not intersect V£ ~1. Denote by 3 a value of a satisfying

this condition and by Y the union of the V" ~x for all a e A from 2 to 3. Then Y
is homeomorphic to a direct product of the interval 23 along X and a typical section
V£ ~ x so there are isomorphisms

H(V2n~x) ~H(Y)~H(V.rx).
The fact that A • V3 ~1 0 thus implies A ¦ V2 ~x is homologous to zero in F2" ~x and
a fortiori in Wn fi P£~x-

This proof is a rephrasing of Färy's proof (loc. cit., Chapter 4, 16°) in terms of
homology rather than cohomology.

Definition 2. Let Wn be an algebraic variety in Pm, the cycles of W" which have
as support the intersections with W of linear subspaces Pk of Pm are called algebraic
and the subgroup of 77(14^") which they span is called the algebraic homology group of
HA(W) of H(W). (Cf. Fâry, loc. cit., Chapter 1, 3°). Note that here we are using
rational coefficients.)

Definition 3. (Färy, loc. cit., 4°) An algebraic variety W" of Pm is a complete
intersection if there is an increasing sequence

WCWn+1C CWm-xCWm Pm (1)
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of algebraic varieties of Pm having the following properties :

1° Wn + X is for all i, 0 < i < m — », irreducible and non-singular.
2° Wn + * belongs to a linear system { W? + *} of subvarieties of Wn + i + 1 whose base

is in W + i + 1 D P£~x, and such that
i) Wi+l has no singularities if f e~ 771 ; TT1,- a finite set of points in the £-plane.
ii) W* + t has for f e 77,- a single quadratic simple pinch not on P™-1.
Theorem 2. Let W" be a complete intersection.

Hp(Wn) =0 or 7? according as ft is odd or even.

HF(W) 0 except for ft 0,n.

Hp(W) =Hf(W") ®HF(Wn) for all ft > 0.

(This is Färy's Theorem 2, Chapter 1, 4° with the simplification that results from the
use of rational coefficients.)

We first prove by induction along the sequence (1) that the assertions of Theorem
2 hold for dimensions other than the middle dimension (Fàry, loc. cit., Chapter 4, 17°).

We have a Leray sequence (cf. 3.1.).

H(V"+1)

V T/B + l _ JJ/n+1 _ JJ/n

H(W") < H(W"+X)

By Theorem 1, H^V"+1) 0 for p > w + 1 so we obtain an isomorphism

HP(W) ~ 7^+2(W+1) />>«.
The induction hypothesis, that the theorem is true except possibly in the middle
dimension for Wn+X, then gives Hp(W") ~ Hf(W) 0 or R according as/3 is odd or
even for p > n. The Poincaré duality theorem then establishes this result for p < «,
so the theorem is true except possibly in the middle dimension for W.

Now suppose that P™ ~1 is a prime in Pm such that Wn Wn D P£ -x is non-singular.

Then a simple geometrical lemma (Färy, loc. cit., Chapter 2, 7°, Lemma 2)
shows that Wn is a complete intersection.

From the segment of the Leray sequence

^Hn(V») -+HA\W*) -*/f„_2TO ->
for the pair (IT"*, W£) and the isomorphism Hn_z(W£) ~ H*_2(W£) if it follows that
Hn(W)~HF(Wn)®Hi(Wn).

COR 1. Supposez, Si{i l _-m) satisfy
a) Z is a complete intersection of complex dimension « > w.
b) Each intersection Z fi S; is a complete intersection, 7 a subset of {1 m}

then ieZ

k(Z-\JS{ )~@dWB*_m{ZnSr)
\ ì « i / /

This corollary follows at once from Theorem 2 and the result of 3.1. Under the action
of d1, algebraic classes are mapped into algebraic classes and finite classes are killed.

Thus 77„c IZ — US,) has a layer structure.
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COR 2. The finite homology group HF(Wn) of a complete intersection is spanned
by Lefschetz classes for paths in the f-plane from |0 to the points of ro. (We use the
notation of definition 3; |0 is the value of the parameter £ corresponding to W,
00 is the value of f corresponding to W^px).

Let A e HF(W). Then we can write A ihx where hx e Hn(Vn) and i is the injection
map Hn(yn) ->Hn(W). We will prove that hx is not invariant under the action of

nx (f-plane — 770; £0) on Hn(Vn), so that by the Picard-Lefschetz theorem there is

some Lefschetz class e for path from f0 to a point of /70 such that hx ¦ e 4= 0. It then
follows from the Poincaré duality theorem that the group 77 generated by Lefschetz
classes for paths in the f-plane from f0 to the points of ro is equal to HF(Wn).

Suppose hx is invariant. We can then construct a homology class be Hn + 2(vVn + x)

such that hx mb. But Hn + 2(Wn + x) H,f+2(Wn + x) so this implies that hx is an
algebraic homology class and not finite. The construction of b can be indicated as follows :

the invariance of hx implies that every section Wn (even the singular sections) has a

homology class hx(§) which is obtained from hx by an ambiant isotropy for some path
!0£ but is independent of the path. Geometrically it can be shown that each £x

contains a disc neighbourhood D(£x) such that
U F(|) 77 (fx) X V(ix) (possibly after excision of a neighbourhood of the pinch

ieD'S,)
on V(ix) if fj e /70) so that a chain 6(f) can be defined such that 6(f). V(£) is for all
1 £ 77 (fj) a representative of A(f). By patching these chains together with the help of
partition of unity, we get a cycle b whose homology class is b.

Suppose F(t) is a function defined by an integral representation of standard form
in which the integration space Z and the intersections S7 of pole loci are complete
intersections. More precisely suppose that the sequence

Sj C S7i C C Sjr Z" C Z"+x C...CZ" P"

where I D IXD D Ir ^ is a sequence of the kind described in Definition 3 with
the corresponding complex parameters f ,¦ appearing among the set of parameters t.

Then the results of this section show that

Wn (Z - S(t0)) ~ © ô"'" HnF_ |7| (Z R Sj(t0)) (1)

and that HF_ m (Z fl Sj(t0) is spanned by Lefschetz classes (7 4= (f>). The decomposition

1) implies that V ~ © F7, i.e. that F(t) has a layer structure in the sense of 2.6.
rsj

Moreover, the results of Färy [8] reduce the problem of calculating the rank of

Hn-\i\ (Z fl Sj(t0)) to a problem in algebraic geometry.
Färy's results thus show that the complete intersection case is as favorable for

the application of the homological method as the particular complete intersection
case studied by Fotiadi and Pham (i.e. the square diagram—we prove in 3.3. that
complex quadrics are complete intersections in Fary's sense.)

It is remarkable that in the case of a complete intersection S one should be able
to single out the subgroup of the homology group in middle dimension spanned by
Lefschetz classes by a definition which does not refer to Lefschetz classes at all
(Definition 1). This possibility suggests the following viewpoint : The Lefschetz classes

are a certain set of elements of the homology group in middle dimension which are
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intrinsically singled out. They may be visualized as forming some kind of lattice in
the homology group. The transformations of the homology group which may be
realized as loop transformations by introducing a parameter space 77 and a family
of varieties S(t) of which S is a member are precisely the symmetries of this lattice.
This viewpoint suggests itself particulary forcibly if S has even complex dimension
and the Kronecker index defines a definite bilinear form on the subspace spanned by
the Lefschetz classes (see 2.8.). For there the associated functions defined by integrating

over the Lefschetz classes differential forms which are holomorphic on S are
algebraic, and we have a candidate to replace the fundamental group in the theory,
viz. the Galois group of these functions. This would be desirable because the
fundamental group is a very intractable object. Also a theory in which one did not define
the transformations on the vector space F0 of germs of F(t) over a fixed point t0 by
analytic continuation but as symmetries of the structure of F0 would remove the
problem of how large the parameter space T should be made in the case of Feynman
functions, i.e. whether it should contain all the internal and external masses as we
have taken it to do.

3.3. Some Calculations of Homology Groups

Define «, {(*!, zn + 2): z2+ + z2m
+ 2 0 CP" + 1}.

We pose the problem of calculating the singular homology groups of Q^.
First consider QZ-

The section of Qnn by a tangent hyperplane is a Qnn Z \ - QZ — QZ ZI is a paraboloid

{K, ...,un + x):ui u2+ +u2n + x}CCn + x

and is retractible onto the point (0, 0). The cone Qnn Z \ has vertex V and Ç" Z \ — V
is retractible onto Ç"ll (by projection from the vertex.)

Hence Hp(Qn\ Z ft 0,2n

Hp(Q:)=Hp_2(Q:zD 2<ft<2n-2
Q° is a point pair so Hp(Q°0) 2 Z ft 0

HP(Q°0) 0 ft > 0

Q\ is a conic. The conic is a rational curve, so is homeomorphic to P

HP(QD Z ft 0,2

Hp(Q\) 0 ft*Q,2.
It now follows by induction on « that

Hp(Qn) z P even ° <P <2n P * n

Hn(Ql) 2Z if « is even

Hp(Qn) ° otherwise.

Now consider Ql, for arbitrary m.
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The cone Qnm has a vertex V which is a projective space 77"~™ _ 1. Qnm — F is retractible
onto Q2- Hence

Hp(Qm) z P even 0</3<2« ft 4= 2 « - m

Hp(Qm) 2 Z ft 2 n — m, m even

HP(QI) 0 otherwise.

More precisely we have shown that Qnm can be represented as a CTF-complex with
cells of even dimension only.

The quadrics Q1 may readily be shown to be complete intersections in the sense
of Färy : consider the pencil Ç(f) : ux(Ç)x\ + +un + x(Ç)x\ + x 0, f (f0, fx) e P1.

Q(Ç) isaÇ^unlessWjd) 0 for some i. If we choose «,-(£) £„«; —fj with the 0,-(,-_i...„ + i)
all different, then the pencil will contain (« + 1) singular sections Qnn-\ and each of
these has a simple quadratic pinch. If we compare the above results with Färy's
general theorem on the homology of complete intersections (Theorem 2, 3.2.), we see

that HF(QnA Z or 0 according as n is even or odd. The fact that the finite homology
groups of odd dimensional quadrics are zero gives rise for the Feynman amplitude
for the square diagram to the relations between discontinuities found by Fotiadi and
Pham [14]8). However, it is not to be expected that the dimension of an odd dimensional

layer should be zero in general—the odd dimensional quadrics are in a sense

exceptional (see the results of Leray cited by Färy [8] in a footnote in 3°).
Denote by en the generator of HF(QnA given by the above constructions in the case

« even. We can prove that en ¦ en — en_2 ¦ en_2 and hence, since e0 ¦ e0 — +2 that
e„ ¦ en 2 (— l)n'2. Comparison with the Picard-Lefschetz theorem then shows that
en is the Lefschetz class of Qnn.

Proof of the assertion that en ¦ en — en _ 2 ¦ e„ _ 2 :

A generic pencil of primes Pn contains two primes tangent to Qnn. These intersect
Qnn in quadric cones Q1tZ\Cx, C2 with vertices Vx, V2. The base of the pencil intersects
Qnn in a QnnZ%. According to the results given above, a generator for HF(QZ) is obtained
by taking the suspension with vertex Vx or F2 of a generator en_ 2 of HF_2(QZZ2). In
this way we obtain two generators e1', e„ of HF(Q%). There is a symmetry of the
configuration which leaves QZ invariant and interchanges the two tangent primes. Under
this symmetry en _ 2 -> — e„ _ 2.
rator en for HF(Ql) we have

;. It follows that eX) — e2}. If we choose e]} as the gene-

en ' en ~en ' en '~ en - 2 ' en - 2 ¦

x): zx+ + zn + 1 — l}CCn.Qn Ql-QnnZ\.7romDefine Qn {(zx,
the Leray coboundary sequence

Hj,(Qn)~HF(Q:)®ÔHFn_ x(Qlz\)

where now we have reverted to rational coefficients. Thus H„(Q") ~ R tor all n. This

8) In the notation of 2.8. these relations have the form

h 1/2 (h12 + h13 + hu) - 1/4 A1234 h23i - 1/2 hv

together with the relations obtained by permuting indices.
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result can also be proved by showing that Zn is retractible onto its real section S".
For the finite homology group of Qn (see 3.2.) we have

HF(Qn) 7? or 0 according as « is even or odd.

Finally we calculate the homology group

Hn(Ql-2Q:z\;J)
of the complement in Q1 of a pair of non-singular sections Q"z\ in general position.
The coefficient group J is a locally constant sheaf quadratically branched around
the sections. We set Z Qnn and denote by Sx and S2 the two sections.

Consider first of all the case « 1. The Z Q\ Px is a complex plane and Sx

and S2 two point pairs Sx (S\\ Sf), S2 (Sx2\ S2)). Construct a cut L (Lx), L2))

from Sx to S2 as shown in Fig. 3. On Z — L and on 77, the interior of L, the sheaf 3
is constant. 77 is retractible onto a point pair so

Hp(L) 2R for ft 0 and 0 otherwise.

From the Leray coboundary sequence for the pair Z, Sx U S2 we find

Hp (Z - Sx U S2) 7? for ft 0-, 3 R for ft 1, 0 for ft 2.

e

G

Figure 3

Then from the exact sequence for the pair Z — Sx U S2, L we have

77x(Z- Sx (J S2,L) 477

As generators for this group we can take

ô(sy-si), ô(sy-s2), a (s?-sj»), ö-^lj»-!?)
where 70 (L\], L2}) is a point pair onto which L is retractible. The exact sequence
for the pair Z — SXU S2, L taken with coefficients in 3 differs from that with rational
coefficients only in that the groups

H(Z - Sx U S2; 3) and 77(Z - Sx |J S2; R)

are not the same and that the boundary operator d*r which connects

H(Z - Sx (J S2, L; 3) ~ H(Z - SX\J S2, L; R) and 77(7; J) ~ 77(77; 7?) (1)
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is not the same as the boundary operator d. In fact

dj:Hx(Z-Sx\AS2,L)->H0(L)
is given by

dyd(S» S») 2 (L« - L«) d^(S}>-S?) -2(7J»

^(Sj'-S?) 0 djd" l(7j»-77?>) L11 4- L2)

The signs are fixed by the choice of the isomorphisms (1). We have chosen them so

that the positive generator of the section of 3 over a point P in Z — L goes over into
the positive generator of the section of 3 over a point Q in L if P approaches Q from
below the cut in Figure 3. From these boundary relations we find

Hi(Z- Sx[\ S2;3) 2R

and that generators of this group are defined by the cycles indicated in Figures 4a
and 4b. Denote by ex and e2 these generators. Then from the representative cycles we
compute

ex ¦ ex 0 e2 ¦ e2 0 ex ¦ e2 4.

If it is required only to determine the rank of Hx (Z — Sx U S2 ; 3) then the proof
can be much shortened. Our comparison of the exact sequences of the pair Z — Sx U

S2, L with coefficients 3 and 77 shows that 77(Z — Sx U S2; 3) and 77(Z — Sx U S2; R)
have the same Euler-Poincaré characteristic. But

X(H(Z - Sx U S2; 7?)) %(Z) - X(SX) - Z(S2) -2
and 770(Z — SX\J S2;3) 0 (a 0-chain P ® F where F is an element of the section
of 3 over P bounds 1/27® F, where L denotes a loop on P around one of the
quadratic branch points of 3) and

772(Z Sx U S2; 3) 0

(since Z — Sx U S2 is retractible onto its 1-dimensional skeleton—a very special case
of Theorem 1, 3.2.) so

HX(Z- SX\J S2;3)^2R

3e 3

3G 0
Figure 4a

A cycle representing
-^(S1)- SJ)

Figure 4b

A cycle representing
-1(â(Sj)--S?)4-ô(Sj)-S|))
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The calculation for n 1 is essentially the calculation of the homology of the
Riemann surface of an algebraic function with four quadratic branch points. It is,
of course, well-known that this surface is a torus, but we felt it worthwhile to give
the argument in detail in order to make the argument for general n easier to follow.

Now consider the general case, « > 1.

Denote by S (a) a member of the pencil of sections of Z containing Sx and S2.

Here a is a complex parameter. The pencil contains two singular sections ; denote by
a3 and a4 the corresponding values of a. Construct a path X from ccx to a2 not containing
a3 and <x4 and denote by L U S (a). On Z — L the sheaf 3 is constant, for Z — L is

simply connected (L is retractible in Z onto Sx and Z - Sx Qnn — Q%z\ Q„ is

simply connected for « > 1). 2, the interior of L, is a topological product X X (S(a0) —

B) where X denotes the interior of A, B Sx H S2 the base of the pencil, and oc0 some

point ini x 2
Lo M«o) - o (Jn_x - (jn_2 y„_x-

Compare the exact sequences for the pair Z — SX\A S2,L with coefficients in 7? and 3

0 J- Hn_x(L; 3) J- Hn(Z - Sx U S„ L; 3) ^- Hn(Z - SX\J S2; 3) <— 0

I*i J«. (2)

0 *L 77M„x(7; 77) «i_ ff„(Z - Sx U S„ I; 7?) J- 77„(Z - Sx U S2; 77) <— 0.

Here we have used the fact that Hn(L ; 3) Hn(L ; R) 0 and that PjHn__x(L; 3)
iHn_x(L, R) 0 where î denotes the injection i: L ->Z — Sx U S2. The isomorphisms
t'x and t2 are defined by choosing sections of 3 over 7, and Z — L. We choose these
sections so that the positive generator of the section of 3 over a point P e S(a) — B,

as X goes over into the positive generator of the section of 3 over a point Q e L if
P ->Q through sections S(ß) — B with ß below X (Figure 5).

/
Figure 5

a-plane

By Theorem 2, COR 1., 3.2.,

Hn(Z - Sx U S2) TTTf(Z) © ÒHF_X(SX) ® ÔHF_X(S2) ® ò2HnF_2(S]2).
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If « is even the second and third of these groups are zero and the first and fourth are
generated by Lefschetz classes e, eX2.

If « is odd, the first and fourth of these groups are zero and the second and third
are generated by Lefschetz classes ex, e2. In any case 77„ (Z — Sx U S2) 2R and from
(2) we deduce that _.Hn(Z-Sx\jS2;3) 2R.

To give the generators for this group explicitly, we must write down the action of 03-
Denote by I the generator of Hn_x(L) which is defined by the cycle whose support is

the real section of the quadric L0. Then Hn(Z — Sx\} S2, L;3) is generated by d~ I
and e, d2eX2 or òex, òe2 (strictly by the images of these elements under i2~1 but we will
identify isomorphic groups) and

dyd-xî î

dy òex 2Î djôe2= —2Î for n odd

dye 0 ^3 à2 e12 4 Î for « even

for « odd we have generators

h r1(àel- 2d-xî) f2 1-1(ôe2 + 2d-1î

and for « even we have generators

gi^j-1* g2=*l2j-x(o2eX2-4Î)

(the factor 1/2 in g2 is included for convenience). Representative cycles are indicated
in Fig. 6a, 6b. Fig. 6 shows the projections of the cycles under the mapZ — Sx U S2 ->
(a-plane — oq U a2) which assigns to each section S (a) — B the corresponding
value of a. The fiber S (a) — B is for oc 4= oc3, a4 an affine quadric ÇM_1(a). The cycles
/x, /2, gx, g2 are defined up to orientation by choosing over some point <x0 of their
projection a spherical cycle Sn _ x, retract of Qn _ x(a0), and then moving this cycle along
the path in a continuous way (i.e. by constructing an ambiant isotopy). In the case
of the closed loops which appear in Figure 6a, the spherical cycle obtained by moving
round the loop will not necessarily be the same as that initially chosen, but since each

loop goes round two quadratic branch points (one for the sheaf 3 and one for the
spherical cycle—by the Picard-Lefschetz theorem) they will be homologous in Qn_x
(<x0). Adding in the chain which their difference bounds we get the cycle which was to
be constructed. In the case of the paths of Figure 6b which bound on a3 of a4, the
radius of the spherical cycle in Qn _ x(a) is to decrease to zero as oc approaches oc3 or a4.

From Figure 6a we read off the intersection numbers

/i-/2 4 /? /!= 0.

The cycle representing gx in Fig. 6b is a Lefschetz cycle so we have

g\ 2(-l)nl2.
From this result we can then obtain, using Fig. 6b,

a ••& 2 g^ 4(-ir/2.
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G e

^y

Figure 6a

Representatives for fx, /2

Figure 6b

Representatives for gv g2

In the applications in § 4 the group 77„(Z — Sx U S2 ; 3) arises in the following
way : There is a space Y and a projection map p: Y -> X such that p~ x(z) is a Q\kk for
some k, provided z e Sx U S2 and p~ x(z) is a Q'2\ _ x, if z e Sx U S2. If we denote by Yi,
Y2, /J_1(Sx), p~1(S2) ; Y — Yj U Y2 is a Serre fiber space with projection p, fiber Q\\
and base Z — SX\J S2. If we calculate 77(Y — Yj U Y2) by means of the Serre spectral

sequence, we find in the second term of the spectral sequence the group 77M (Z —

Sx U S2; 3) where 3 denotes the sheaf {H2Fk(p~x(z))}. By the Picard-Lefschetz theorem
this sheaf is quadratically branched around Sx and S2. In this case we take as the
generator of H2k(p~x(z)) its Lefschetz class e(z). The differentials dr, r > 2, act
trivially on 77„(Z — Sj U S2; 3) so the homology classes/1(/2 or gx, g2 give rise to homology

classes Fx, F2 or Gx, G2 in Y — Yx U Y2. Since <?(z) • e(z) 2 (—1)*, the
intersection numbers of Fx, F2 or Gx, G2 may be determined from those of fx, f2 or gx, g2

by multiplying by the factor 2 (— 1)*.
We shall also need in § 4 the fact that for n > 1, as for n 1

Hp(Z - SX\J S2;3) 0 for ft 4= ».

This result is easily obtained from the exact sequences for the pair Z — Sj U S2,

L with coefficients in R and 3. Since 77^,(7) Hp(Z — Sx U S2) 0 for ^ 4= 0, 1, «,
we have Hp(Z — Sx U S2; 3) 0 for /) 0, 1, «. By the same arguments as in the
case « 1, we have 770(Z — SXU S2;3) 0 and

Z(77(Z - Sx U S2; J)) - Z(77(Z - Sx U S2; 77) -2 (-1)".
But we have shown that 77W(Z - Sx U S2; 3) 2 7?. It follows that

77x(Z-SiU S2;3) 0.

4. The Sixth Order Ladder Diagram

4.1. Preliminaries

Figures 7a and 7b show the sixth order ladder diagram together with the numbering

of its lines and the choice of loop momenta that we use in the following analysis.
We take the dimension of the space P of momentum vectors to be 4. The function F(t)
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to be studied is one defined by a germ I(t) which admits an integral representation

I(t)
P(k, p)dik1Adik2

Fl (q\ + ™f)ni

for t in some neighbourhood of t0. ro is the chain whose support is the set of loop
momenta whose components are real with the orientation defined by ordering the
coordinates of a point, in K as they appear in d*kx A d*k2. The «; are positive integers.

KfPv L-k VA

KfPi% Ki+Pi+Pt \,
Figure 7a

5 6

3 k

Figure 7b

If kj is a loop momentum, the inversion compactification of Kj is defined by means
of the embedding k (1, ^, ^-. (0«;, a,, 5«,) e P«. (2)

Let Q(kj) be a polynomial in the components of kj. Then under the transformation (2)

Q(kj) -> Q(a!l0aJ) („«,•)"s (?V;. «,. s«,)

where Q' is a homogeneous polynomial in its variables, whose restriction to iKj is not
divisible by 0«y, and s is an integer. We call s the inversion degree of Q in kj. Note that
a propagator q2 + m2 has inversion degree 1 in any loop momentum kj flowing
through line i. The concept of inversion degree can be extended to differential forms
in an evident way and in [14] it is shown that the differential form d*kj has inversion
degree 4 in kj.

It we make the inversion compactification of K Kx x K2 and write down
the integral representation of I(t) on K derived from (1) we will find that the
transformed differential form has in addition to the poles displayed in (1) a pole of order
4 + sx — £ nt in 0«x and a pole of order 4 + s2— £ «; in 0a2. These are

t'filoopl i e loop 2

effective poles and we wish to exclude them so we impose the conditions

4 - Sx > 0 (3)
ie loop 1

X
i e loop 2

n{ — 4 — s2 > 0. (4)

In (3), (4) sx, s2 denote the inversion degrees of P(k,p) in kx, k2 respectively. There
is a third effective pole which can be displayed by making the inversion compactification

corresponding to the choice of loop momenta shown in Figure 8. It can be
excluded by the condition V a ^ n t*\/, n{ — ^ — s3 ^ u. (3)

i s loop 3

A detailed analysis shows that these effective poles are the only ones which appear
in a standard form representation of (1). Conditions (3), (4), (5) therefore suffice to
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exclude second-type layers for F(t). We note also that they suffice to ensure the
uniform convergence of (1) for t in some neighbourhood of t0.

Figure 8

Table 1 enumerates the topologically distinct types of contractions of the sixth
order ladder diagram. For each of these types a representative is given. If the contra-
tion has a leading Landau singularity this is stated and the complex dimension d of
the corresponding pinch in the integration space is given. Each of these pinches can
be proved to be quadratic for a general point on the corresponding Landau singularity.
The singularity G(77') for a given contracted graph 77' is not given in the table but for
the analysis of 4.3., it follows that G(H') consists of the leading Landau singularity
of 77' together with the leading Landau singularity of each contracted graph 77",
obtained by contracting c lines of 77', which corresponds to a pinch in K of dimension
d > 0 such that d — eis even. For example G6124 is the union of 76x2 and 724. If the
layer corresponding to the graph has dimension > 0 then this dimension is given and
multiplied by the number of graphs of that type to give the contribution of these
graphs to the sheet index of F(t).

4.2. The Homology Groups

The following convention will be useful in the presentation of these calculations :

Let E, B be topological spaces; p, a continuous map of E onto B. Suppose that
E and B admit decompositions into disjoint subsets E", B", (1 < v < u), such that
Ev is a (Serre) fiber space with projection p over B" with fiber 77°. Then we say that
77 is a ,near fiber space' over B with projection p and write

m

E =£FvxBv.vi
If for each v, 1 < v < u, 77" is a fiber bundle over Bv (that is a locally trivial fiber
space) we say that 77 is a ,near fiber bundle' over B. If for some v, E° is a topological
product of Fv with Bv with projection p we replace the term F" x B" in (1) by Fv x B".

The single loop cases in Table 1 can be dismissed at once. For each of these the
corresponding intersection of propagators may be compactified as a topological
product of two complex quadrics. In some cases, e.g. 1234, the compactification which
does this is the inversion compactification defind by choosing kx, k2 as basic loop
momenta. In some case, e.g. 6247, the compactification which does this is the inversion

compactification defined by choosing kx, k3 as basic loop momenta. However,
our method gives us the freedom to use different compactifications to study different
intersections, if necessary. Then from the analysis of the single loop diagrams [14]
we can complete this part of Table 1. For the single loop layers which have dimension
1, a separating function is equal to ]/G(H') multiplied by a single-valued function
(where G(77') denotes the corresponding singularity).
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Table 1

Contractions of 6th-order Ladder Diagram

Description Contracted Graph Example Leading
Landau
Singularity

Dimension
of Pinch

Contribution

to
sheet index

Po <l> No - lxl 1

single loops, odd
number of lines ex. >< etc- 6, 135 Yes 4 0

single loops, even
number of lines X7X etc. 13 Yes 4 1x6 6

bouquets, both loops
even number of lines XXX etc- 1324 No - 1x9 9

remaining bouquets ]XX etc- 13524 No - 0

I i 612 Yes 3 0

II xTX 61234 Yes 2 0

III ^^ 61327 Yes 0 0

IV > 61325 Xo 0

V ?x 6124 No - 1x8 8

VI 77>- 6147 Yes 0 2x10 20

VII ; x 613524 No - 1x2 2

VIII - X. 613527

614

Yes

Yes

0

0

2x4 8

IX Ì 2x7 =14

X XX 61357 Yes 0 2x2 4

-V y
6135247

61457

Yes

Yes

0

0

XI 2x1 2

XII
v. y 2x2 4

78

For the remaining double loop cases we use consistently the inversion compactification

defined by kx, k2. We denote by 777 C P6 x P5 the compactification of S7.

Denote by px, p2 the natural projection of P5 X P5 onto the first factor or second

factor respectively. For each intersection 777 we choose as the projection p the restriction

to Dj of px or p2. Dj is a near fiber bundle over pDj with projection p. We use
the corresponding decomposition (1) to calculate 777. The decompositions can be
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written concisely using the notation of 3.3. It is understood that t0 e G

I. px

H(D6X2)

II. ftx

H(Dol2ìù

III. ftx

"¦ (^61326/

IV. px

H(DC1S52)

D612=QÌx(Ql-Q22)
7? 27? 27? 37? 37? 7?

0 2 4 6 8 10

^61234= Ql*(Ql-Ql)
R 47? 47? 7?

QlxQl

QUQl

0 2 4 6

•^61327 Ql* (#
7? 37? 57? 7?

0 2 4 6

¦^61352 #* (<2Ì

7? 7? 37? 7?

0 2 4 6 "

CìU#) + $*(<2ìU<?ì)

G5) + ÇÏ* ÇS

The above homology groups have been written down using the homology groups
of the complex quadrics given in 3.3. We note that in cases I-IV the homology group
in middle dimension is zero so the corresponding layers have dimension 0.

In case V we find it convenient not to make any compactification.

7>2 : >-,6124 V2 x V2

** V°ei24^ '024'
774(S6x24) 7? is generated by a Lefschetz class for 7612 or L2i. A separating function
is equal to ]/Lex2L2i multiplied by a single valued function. The layer has dimension 1.

The remaining cases, with the exception of VII, give layers of dimension 2. They
fall into two classes according as the dimension of the intersection is odd or even. In
the odd dimensional cases a separating function is the period function of an elliptic
integral. For the leading intersection XI the intersection is actually a torus and this
is immediate. In the even dimensional cases VI and Vili a separating function is

algebraic in accord with Conjecture 6. These both give the same structure, viz. that
symbolized by the Dynkin diagram 732. One of these (VIII) we examine in detail in
4.4. We also give more detail for case VII, although it turns out simply to give a

layer of dimension 1 because it caused us some confusion.
Even Cases

VI. ft2:D6 <%z(Ql-QlöQl) + Ql*(QiUQD' (2)

The second term of the Serre spectral sequence for the first fiber bundle in (2)
contains Hp(Ql-QlUQi;J) (3)

where 3 {H2(Ql)} is the sheaf formed by the finite homology groups of the fibers.
As we anticipated at the end of 3.3. the sheaf 3 is quadratically branched around the
singular fibers. The calculation of 3.3. shows that the group (3) is zero unless p 2.
The remainder of the second term of the Serre spectral sequence for the first fiber
bundle may be combined with the second term of the Serre spectral sequence for the
second fiber bundle in (2) to give pjin2- M
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where A {HA(F)} is the sheaf formed by the algebraic homology groups of the
fibers, singular and nonsingular, and forms over the base space a constant sheaf.
Both (3) and (4) contain no nonzero elements outside the even dimensions so the
differentials dr, r > 2, must act trivially. Moreover an analytic differential form on
D6x47 will vanish on cycles which define elements in (4), for its integral over a cycle
corresponding to an element of (4) can be written as an integral first over the fiber
of the cycle then over the base and the integral over the fiber will vanish since the
fiber is algebraic. Thus we have only to consider the group (3).

In 3.3. we proved that H2(Q'2 — Q\ U Q\; J) has dimension 2, being generated by
homology classes Gj and G2. In the notation of 3.3., » 2, k 1 so

Gl 4 Gl 8 Gx- G2

Thus the Kronecker index defines a positive definite scalar product on E {Gx, G2}.

Gj and G2 are (apart from a multiplicative factor) Lefschetz classes. We do not prove
this but in 4.4. we prove the corresponding statement for the homology group which
occurs in case VIII, and this has the same structure.

VIL p2 : D613b2i Qlx (Q22 - Q\ \J Q\) + Q°_ x x (Q\ U Q\) - (5)

The same argument that we have used for the decomposition (2) leads in the case of
(5) to the conclusion that the homology group of 7)613524 in middle dimension can be

split into the sum of a group on whose elements an analytic differential form vanishes
together with a group spanned by elements Gx, G2 having the same intersection numbers

as the Gx, G2 defined for Dsxil. Nevertheless we do not conclude that the
intersection 7)6x3524 gives a layer of dimension 2 for the reasons set out in 4.4.

VIII. p2 : 776m27 Qlx (Q2 - Y) + Q°_ x x Y. (6)

(6) does not follow the pattern of (2) and (5), since the branch curve Y is an irreducible
algebraic curve and not the union of two conies in G.P. in Q\. We find, nevertheless,
that this intersection has a homology group having the same structure as in the other
even cases. We could have established this by calculating the sheaf homology group

H(Ql-Y;{HF(Ql)})
but we found it more convenient to use the decomposition of 7)613527 corresponding
to the projection px

Pi¦ ^613527 Q\x(Q\-2 Ql) + Q\x2Ql (7)

The calculation of H(DeX3527) from (7), and the detailed analysis of the layer for this
intersection is given in 4.4.

Odd Cases

IX. P2:D%Xi=Qtx(Ql-Q2\jQ2)+Q\x(Q22\jQ22). (8)

The second term of the spectral sequence for the first fiber bundle of (2) contains

up

~>2

ws-e!uei:3) (9)

where 3 {H2(Q2)}. It has been shown in 3.3. that this group is zero for p 4= 3. The
remaining part of the second term of the spectral sequence for the first fiber bundle
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of (8) combines with the second term of the spectral sequence for the second fiber
bundle of (8) to give8 H(Q\; A) (10)

where A denotes the sheaf {HA(F)} formed by the algebraic homology groups of the
fibers, singular or nonsingular. A is a constant sheaf and the differentials d', r > 2

act trivially on (10) and so also on (9). The argument we have given in the case of
the similar group (4) shows that (10) may be discarded and we are left with 773(Ç| —

(?1 U Q\\ "3) {Fx, F2)} where Fx, F2 are the homology classes defined in 3.3. In order
to see that Fxj2 and F2/2 are Lefschetz classes for 76x4, it is necessary to pull tight
the representatives for fx and /2 over the points in the oc-plane which they circle
(Figure 9). Note that the Kronecker index defines on {Fx, F2) a nonsingular scalar
product.

G>——G-2* «; ô,

Figure 9

The following two cases X, XI can be discussed in exactly the same way as IX.

X. P1:Dnm7^Q22x(Q\-2Ql) + Qlx2Q°0

xi. p1 ¦ A« QU (Qì - 2 Q[]) + ç°_ x 2 Q°0.

The last case does not follow exactly the same pattern.

XII. P2:D6Xii7=Q]x(Q22-Y) + Qx0xY

where Y is an irreducible curve. From this decomposition we find

7? 47? 27? 47? 7?

H(D6
0 2 3 4 6

Now 73el456 is a manifold so by the Poincaré duality theorem it follows that the
Kronecker index defines on 778(7)61467) a nonsingular bilinear form. It can also be

shown that this group is spanned by Lefschetz classes for 761457 •

We conclude this section with a remark on the meaning of the simplification of
the Serre spectral sequence which we have noted in these calculations. The method
of calculating the homology groups of intersections by representing them as near
fiber bundles is the geometric counterpart of the method of studying multiple
integrals by writing them as repeated integrals. The above calculations show that the
connection is very close. The sheaf 3 which appears for example in (3) is isomorphic
with the sheaf defined by a separating function for the first loop, i.e. a square root
function quadratically branched around k\ (mx + me)2, k% (mx — w6)2. The group
H-z (Q\ — Qi U Q\ ; J) would arise directly if we applied the homological method to the
study of the integral of this function over the second loop. This integral gives a
separating function for the full intersection. These considerations indicate that if the
homological method is generalized to deal with integrals in which the integrand is

not single-valued, then rather than make a reduction to the case in which the
integrand is single-valued by writing the integral as an integral on a covering space, one
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should introduce homology groups with coefficients is the sheaf defined by the
integrand. Only in this way will be possible generally to obtain the isomorphism we have
noted here between the homology group which classified the contours for the multiple
integration and the homology group which classifies the contours for the integration
of the many-valued function obtained by carrying out a partial integration.

4.3. The Picard-Lefschetz Theorem for Non-simple Quadratic Pinches

We consider a function F(t) defined by an integral representation of standard
form. The pole set S(t) is assumed to be the union of m manifolds S{(t) in G.P. in Z
for t e G. We denote by J the set of subsets of 1, m. If I e J, S7 fl S; S7 U S{.

ie I ieI
Suppose that for tx e T the intersection S7 is singular at points of an analytic

set P of complex dimension d > 0, and that no intersection S7 Ix C I is singular
for tx. Then we call P a non-simple pinch.

Index the poles so that 7 {1, r}. Denote by 72, {1, r — 1}. If z9 e S7,

denote by / the restriction to S7 of a holomorphic function whose vanishing gives a

local equation for S, in the neighbourhood of z0. We call P a non-simple quadratic
pinch if

a) P, SCI are in G.P. in Z.
b) For every z e P the Hessian H(t) has rank n — r + 1 — dso that local coordinates

may be chosen in which the S{, i e I, have local equations

Sj : zx 0 Sr_x: zr_x 0

Sr:z2r+...+z2n_d-q(t)=0
where q(t) is holomorphic in t and q(tx) 0. We suppose further that q(tx) 4= 0.

c) P is simply connected.
Suppose that P is a non-simple quadratic pinch. Choose a reference point t2 in

the neighbourhood of tx. Since a) holds we may construct on Z a Riemannian metric
in which P, Si, i e CI are orthogonal. Let W(e) be a tubular neighbourhood of P in Z
constructed by means of this metric. There is a natural projection p : W(e) fl S7 -> P
which maps a point of W(e) fl S7 onto the center of the polycylinder orthogonal to P
on which it lies. With this projection W(e) fl Sr is a fiber bundle with base P and fiber
homeomorphic to an affine quadric of dimension n — r — d. Moreover for each i e CI,
W(e) fl Sj fl Si is a subbundle of W(e) fl S7 with base P fl S,. The homology groups

F
Hne_r_d(F fl W) and H^_r_d(F) of one of the fibers are generated by elements/, e ¦ e

is the homology class defined by a spherical representative cycle e. f is the dual homo-
F

logy class of the dual group Hne_r _d(F Ci W) (compare the FFLPproof of the Picard-
Lefschetz theorem [6]. Note that we use the suffix Ft for 'closed' rather than F
because we have already used F to indicate 'finite' in Färy's sense). Over P they form
local systems of groups and since P is simply connected these local systems are
constant. Hence there are isomorphisms,

HÏe_r((S - SCI) fl W) I- Hcd(P - Sc>)

Hn_r((Sj,SCI)\\W)^Hd(P,SC!)
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defined by da a® f,cbb b ® e. These isomorphisms preserve the Kronecker index,
i.e. a • b (da) ¦ (ebb).

The Picard-Lefschetz theorem gives the automorphism of the homology group
F

HnLr-d(F fl W) of each fiber corresponding to a loop on t2 around tx. Hence an element
F

h e Hne(W — S(t2)) is transformed by the automorphism for this loop according to

h^h+Z(-l) ^+1>/+2) (ek.h)gk (1)
k

where g — « — r — d and the ek, gk are vanishing classes defined as follows : Choose a
basis {uk) for Hcd(P - SCI). Denote by {vk} the dual basis for Hd(P, SCI). Let {ek} be the
basis for Hn(W, S(t2)) obtained from vk by following the isomorphisms dn~r,^) in the
diagram

Hn(W, S(t2)) ^> Hn_r(Sj fi W, SCI) J— Hd(P, SC1)

and let {gk} be the set of classes of H£(W — S(t2)) defined by gk òn~r(duk). Formula
(1) also gives the action of the loop transformation on an element A of 77„C(Z — S(t2))

F
since this is determined by the trace of A in 77n e(W — S(t2)) according to the
localization lemma of the FFLP theory.

For the non-simple quadratic pinches which occur in the analysis of functions
associated with the sixth order ladder diagram P is a complex quadric of dimension
2, 3, or 4 (Table 1). The S{ fl P, i e CI are complex quadrics in G.P. in P. By 3.2.,
Theorem 2, COR 1

77;(P - Sc ') ~ © 9> H*_ JPfl Sj.) (2)
V

where the summation is over 7' D I such that P fl Sr 4= cj> and c denotes the number
of elements of 7' not in 7. Now 77/_ C(P fl S7<) 0 if d — c is odd so that the
decomposition (2) shows that only those intersections Sj- having d — c even have Lefschetz
classes for the loop on t2 around tx. This justifies the assertion made in 4.1. concerning
the determination of the G7.

4.4. Detail of cases VII, VIII
VIII. The decomposition 4.2. (7) may be written more explicitly

Pi '¦ 77gi3627 77627 x (DX3b — L627) + SDe27 x (Li27 \ \ DX3f>) (1)

In (1) the fiber 77627 is the inversion compactification of the intersection of propagators

for the single loop 627, the momentum kx being fixed. This is nonsingular if
kx e L627 and has a simple quadratic pinch if kx e 7627. If we define a (kx — p3)2 we
see from the corresponding dual diagram that 7627 0 determines two values of
a. DX3S intersects the closure of kx: (kx — p3)2 oc in general in two points. Hence
7>x35 fl 7827 consists of two points pairs N\\ N2); N\\ Nf as indicated in 4.2. (7).

From the decomposition 4.2. (7) we calculate

HID \. R 6R R
n 1^613527^ "024'
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Basic cycles for 772(7>613527) may be defined as follows9) :

ax: the section of D6X3S27 by a prime of Kx

a2: the section of 7)613527 by a prime of K2

bx m x (n\ + n2) b2 m x (n\ + n\)

hx m x (n\ — n2) h2 m x (n\ — n2)

Here m p — q denotes the difference of the two canonically oriented cycles which
are the algebraic components of the singular section over the point which it multiplies,

e.g. mx (n\ + n\) is shorthand for (p\ — q\) + (pl — q2). Now p • q 1 and
(p + q) x n ~ axj2, and al 0 so ((p — q) x n)2 ((p + q) x n)2 — \p ¦ q — 4 Thus
bl b\ h\ h\= —&. Also all their cross products are zero and they have no
intersection with the algebraic classes ax, a2.

Consider T>61327 which contains 7)613627. Corresponding to (1) this intersection has
the decomposition

7*61327 T)627 x (DX3 — L627) 4- SZ)627 x (DX3 \\ L627). (2)

Denote by lx, l2 the cycles on 7D13 defined by the pair of conies 7627 fl 77x3. They give
rise to cycles rx m x lx, r2 m x l2 on 7)61326 which intersect 73613627 in nx and b2.

Thus ò bx and ô b2 bound in 776x327. Thus of the six basic classes, four may be discarded
because an analytic differential form which is an iterated residue onto 7)613527 will
vanish on them—ax, a2 because they are algebraic, bx and b2 because they have vanishing

coboundaries in DiX327.

Define ex Aj/2, e2 A2/2. The leading Landau singularity 76x3527 corresponds
to the coincidence of N)] with Nf or of N2 with A/I'. Hence ex and e2 are Lefschetz
classes for this singularity.

The remaining components of G613527 obtained from Table 1 using the criterion
given in 4.1. are L27 and 7612. If t e L27 or 7612 then the corresponding nonsimple
quadratic pinch intersects 7613527 in a point pair. In the representation (1) we have
N{} Nx2] and 77?» Nf or /VJ» Nf and TV?' N\K The corresponding Lefschetz
class is 1/2 (ex — e2) or 1/2 (ex + e2).

On 77 {ex, e2) the Kronecker index defines a negative definite scalar product.
We redefine the scalar product by introducing a minus sign. Then we can represent
the Lefschetz classes by vectors in the Euclidean plane and the loop transformations
by reflections (Figure 10). The group 7? of the general discussion of Conjecture 6

(2.8.) has order 8 and there are two conjugate classes of reflections.
The above analysis agrees with that given by Landshoff et al. [11] for the cone

diagram which gives rise to the same structure. In particular of our Landau singularities

are identified with the corresponding ones in their analysis as indicated in Figure
10, then the relation òN-[ÒL(I)] òN-(I) to which they draw attention may be easily
checked from the diagram.

We will not distinguish between cycles and the homology classes they define since no confusion
is likely to arise.
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Lefschetz classes for the intersection 77613527.

VII. Denote by M the intersection Dex3S2i. The decomposition 4.2. (5) gives

H2(M) G®HA(M) =47?
where H2A(M) denotes the subgroup of H2(M) generated by algebraic homology classes,

(i.e. by the homology classes of sections of M by a prime in either projective space
P'° in whose product M is embedded, M C KxxK2C P& x P5) and G {GX, G2} is

spanned by homology classes defined in the analysis of 3.3.

M is not manifold. It has two permanent simple quadratic pinches Mx), M2\ This

may readily be understood from 4.2. (5). M may be considered as the Riemann
surface of a function defined over the base space Q\ and having two quadratic branch

curves Q\. In the two points in which these intersect the function behaves like ]/zxz2

and the Riemann surface M is nonuniformizable. If Mx) and M2) are blownup this
gives a manifold M which has H2(M) 6 7?, there being two additional homology
classes defined by the cycles on M lying over Mx), M2). M admits a decomposition
which has exactly the same form as that given for 75gl3527 (4.2. (7)) so that M and
7)613527 have the same intersection ring and it is possible to set up a correspondence
between the classes ex, e2 used in the analysis of 7)613527 and the present Gx, G2. We find

Gx - (ex — e2) G2 — 2 ex.

It is not surprising that such a correspondence should exist for Case VII is a specialization

of VIII obtained by setting the external momentum for one line equal to zero.
M has no leading Landau singularity. According to the rule given in 4.1., the singularity

of this intersection should consist of 724 and 76x3, L624. A Lefschetz class of L24

can be shown to be 1/2 (ex — e2). L6X3, 7624 are exceptional for although they correspond

to pinches in K of dimension 3 and 776x3524 is defined by 3 additional poles the

pinch in K corresponding to a point on 7el3 or 7e24 does not intersect M. Only in K
is there an intersection—in the fixed points Mx), M2). Thus a point on 7_613 or 77624

must correspond on M to a pair of simple quadratic pinches at points over Mx), M2)
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respectively. M is also singular if G(px, p2) 0. Then Mx) and M2) coincide on M and

M acquires a pair of simple quadratic pinches. The situation whose possibility was
noted in 2.5. is realized—we have some pinches on M which occur only at infinity
but which are not pinches of M with additional effective poles.

1/2 (ex + e2) can be shown to be a Lefschetz class for G(px, p2) 0. Now looking
at Figure 10, we can see that the structure for case VIII appears to have degenerated
in case VII to that symbolized by the Dynkin diagram Ax X Ax, since the absence of
the leading Landau singularity means that there are no diagonal reflections which
would carry 1/2 (ex + e2) into 1/2 (ex — e2). We can show, however, that the structure
for case VII is just Ax, so nondegenerate, since the integral over 1/2 (ex + e2) of an
analytic differential form which is an iterated residue onto the intersection must
vanish. 1/2 (ex + e2) has zero coboundary in DX23i. The pinches corresponding to
G(px, p2) 0 or 7613 0 or 7624 0 which occur only at infinity can therefore be

disregarded. There must be similar pinches for other intersections which we have
discarded without giving them a detailed examination so it is important to give a
general reason why they should be dismissed. This gap leaves open the possibility
that our enumeration of singularities is incomplete. The conclusion that F(t) has a

layer structure with the layers which we have determined is not weakened. What is
left open is the question of whether some of the homology classes which we have
identified as Lefschetz classes for Landau singularities should not also be Lefschetz
classes for second-type singularities.
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